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The Journal of the San Geronimo Valley Community Center

2020 Fire Season is
Here!
Marin Residents need to prepare today for wildfires. Follow FIRESafe MARIN for resources,
tips, and tools to prepare your family and home for wildfire.
Evacuation and Personal Preparedness - https://www.firesafemarin.org/evacuation
• Alert & Warning Systems – register to receive evacuation notices at: www.alertmarin.org
• learn evacuation terminology (order, warning, shelter in place)
• Review evacuation guides, checklists
• Assemble a “Go Kit” for each family member and pets – have it near the front door
• Monitor daily weather conditions – especially when the weather service has issued “RED
FLAG Warning or Watch”
• Install battery backups for garage doors, communications & internet

Rolling Stones
by Dave Cort, Executive Director
Greetings to our wonderful community and to all of the
readers of Stone Soup and everyone who participates in
our Center’s programs and activities. With the Community
Center building and the Community Gym remaining closed
indefinitely because of the pandemic we continue to work
diligently to provide vibrant programming and safety net
support to our residents. Throughout the pages of this issue
of Stone Soup, by going to www.sgvcc.org and by signing up to receive and by reading our
Constant Contact updates every Thursday you can stay informed about our programs and
services offered. Deep appreciations to our community members who have made and continue to make generous contributions to support our Community Center.
continued on page 2

This summer two iconic Valley residents passed away. Aneice Tayor and
Connie Smith Siegel were long time members of our community who we
will honor in this issue of Stone Soup. See page 11.

Connie Smith Siegal
(photo by Leila Joslyn)

Aneice Taylor and family
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Home Hardening - https://www.firesafemarin.org/home-hardening
• Homes ignite from contact with flames and flying embers
•
The roof is the most vulnerable
•
Eaves and soffits should be protected with ignition resistant materials
•
Rain gutters should be screened or enclosed and clear of plant debris
•
Vents on home create openings for flying embers – cover with 1/16th to 1/8-inch
		
mesh or replace with CA State Fire Marshal approved vent
•
Install dual paned windows with one pane tempered glass
•
Make sure your address is clearly visible from the road with reflective 4” numbers
		
so firefighters can locate at night or in smoky conditions
Defensible Space - https://www.firesafemarin.org/defensible-space
• Defensible Space Zones – create a buffer zones between the building and your vegeta
tion that surrounds it to improve the chances of surviving a wildfire
• Choose plants that are fire smart vs fire hazardous
• Defensible Space is the required by law.
• Call the Fire Department for an evaluation of your defensible space
Community Preparedness - https://www.firesafemarin.org/firewise
• Firewise USA Program – work with your neighbors to create a defensible neighbor
hood, be prepared and increase survivability from wildfires
• Join a “Living with Fire “ Seminars - FIRESafe MARIN www.firesafemarin.org

Critical information
for this fall.
• The deadline for the 2020 Census is September 30, 2020. If you have not filled out
you census go online 2020census.gov
• The Community Center will be open to vote in person or to drop off your mailed
ballot on October 31, November 1st, 2nd, and 3rd 2020. It is our understanding that
the Community Center will be the only polling place in the San Geronimo Valley or
Nicasio. Please check with the Marin County Regstrar of Voters for more information.
• If you are not registered, please register online by October 19, 2020. You do have an
option to register all the way up to election day.
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Rolling Stone continued from page 1
WOW! What a summer we have experienced in 2020. The intersections are overwhelming; Covid-19 pandemic, long term racism being addressed through activism and protest,
unusual weather systems that brought us thunder, lightning and rain in August and
intense heat and smoke in early September, our local schools opening in late August
with virtual classrooms, and now we have national and local elections coming up in
November. The fires on Mt. Barnabe, in Samuel P. Taylor and especially the fire in the
Point Reyes National Seashore have tested all our nerves in a very intense way. At the
same time we have experienced together the outpouring of deep appreciation to the
Firefighters locally and from around the country as they caravanned back to the Valley
each day from Olema.
Each morning I wake up with a level of disbelief of how all of our lives have profoundly
changed since last March. With the Community Center and the Community Gym
remaining closed, I continue to work from home and participate in multiple local and
countywide meetings throughout the day. In my thirty years at the Community Center,
in my role as Executive Director, I don’t believe I have ever worked harder in collaborating with our entire staff and our partners throughout the County to support our local
residents in navigating the pandemic. I am overwhelmed by the caring and love that all of
our community residents have for one another in these challenging days. I am also very
aware of the leadership that younger people on our staff and throughout the community
are taking. Technology has been critical in these transitional times and I have really had
to improve my skills in using Zoom, Google docs, Instagram, Twitter, and other tools
that our younger community members were brought up with and use so easily.
This leadership growth of our younger community members is very inspiring to me.
I also deeply appreciate all of our essential workers in healthcare, grocery stores, food
banks, post offices, fire and law enforcement departments, childcare, trash and recycling
services, and many other sectors. For those of us in our community who are ages sixty
and older we are well aware of the health risks that we face if we are infected by the
Coronavirus. As hard as it is for me, I continue to stay very close to home and when I
venture out, I always wear my face covering, I carry my hand sanitizer, and I do everything I can to maintain a healthy social distance.

West Marin Coalition for
Healthy Youth (WMCHY)
by Alexa Davidson
Alcohol the Magic Potion Film
Marin County youth have consistently higher than average rates of substance use compared to
the state and national averages. There are a number of factors that contribute to this: access,
normalization, community norms and policy all play a part.
On Tuesday, September 22nd the Marin Healthy Youth Partnerships, in collaboration with the
WMCHY, will be hosting a virtual screening of the documentary, Alcohol the Magic Potion.
This documentary film explores the reasons for heightened youth use in Marin County, but
also shares the successful strategies of a community that found a solution. Iceland had nearly
identical rates of underage alcohol use to Marin and they were able to successfully turn it
around and create a healthy, thriving environment for youth.
Please join us for a virtual screening of this thought-provoking film and community discussion with an expert panel including Harvey Milkman, the scientist who helped develop the
Icelandic Model, Maite Durán from Alcohol Justice, and local high school student, Sophie
Taubman.
For more details and to register, you can visit: https://www.marinhealthyyouthpartnerships.
org/ and see the Community Education tab.

The mental health and emotional challenges are profound for so many of us. I keep
thinking about being on an airplane and the flight attendant always reminding us before
take-off to put our oxygen masks on first so we can best support our family members and
the people who are sitting near us. Self-care is so critical right now. My wife Howie and
I have made a commitment to get exercise everyday either by taking a walk, going for a
bicycle ride or joining in a Zoom workout class. Every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
morning I am so happy to participate in Susan Chavez’s core workout with 10 plus other
Valley residents as well as family and friends from around the country. Our social life
and cultural offerings are almost entirely thorough our computer or our television. Every
Saturday morning we participate with close to 200 people on a Zoom from Italy where
there is a wonderful presentation about food, history, culture and travel through Italy.
I was thrilled to learn that the annual Mill Valley Film Festival, which we attend every
October is on for October 8 to 18 mainly through online offerings and they are working
to show films through a drive-in theater. Being a life-long sports fan I am enjoying the
NBA playoffs, watching golf tournaments, and baseball. Staying positive and supporting one another is how we can best adjust to our current reality. This is my 30th year of
working at the Community Center and I have now lived in West Marin for forty two
years after moving here when I was twenty-two years old. I cannot think of anywhere else
that I would want to be living at this this unprecedented time of our lives.
In closing, I would like to dedicate this Rolling Stones column to my Aunt Carolyn
Grossman who passed away in Cleveland Ohio at 92 years old. Aunt Carolyn was my
father’s older sister and she had a huge influence on me as she dedicated her rich life to
education, racial justice, and women’s rights always with a warm and loving smile.

Credits

Stone Soup is printed four times a year and reflects the diverse cultural interests of the Community
Center and the Valley. Though it is a publication of the San Geronimo Valley Community Center,
it is meant as a journal for everyone in or around the Valley. We are interested in your input. If you
have any comments, ideas for articles or columns, news, art, stories, poetry, photography, or information for the Milestones column, please forward them to: The Stone Soup Editorial Committee
c/o San Geronimo Valley Community Center, 6350 Sir Francis Drake Blvd. P.O. Box 194, San
Geronimo, CA 94963. Phone 415-488-8888 • Fax: 488-9398 • email: druss@sgvcc.org, or visit
www.sgvcc.org.
Stone Soup does not exercise editorial control on the content of submissions by organizations,
byline columnists, or display ads. We reserve the right to refuse to publish ads or submissions.
Editorial Committee: Dave Cort, Barbara Hoefle, Alexander McQuilkin David Russ & Rebecca Teague
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Printing: Marin Sun
Ads: Larry Rippee
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NextGen Position
Owen Clapp
Katherine Wethington
Amber Rose Bauer

Community Guide Online
Valley & Nicasio Artists and Businesses: List your goods and services for free!
Please note: Listings limited to individuals who live or work in Nicasio or the Valley. Send
notices up to 125 characters (spaces included) to communityguideonline@sgvcc.org.
Sample listings include:
Barbara Swift Brauer, 415-488-4605, bsbraurer@sonic.net–Writer, editor, consultant. Manuscript
developement & criticque.
R.T. Wilson Plumbing, 415-488-4867, Cell: 415-609-5903, rtwilsonplumbing@yahoo.com,
locally owned and operated. Lic. #723535

Volunteer Profile

VOLUNTEERS

Food Bank Volunteers
by Nicole Ramirez
The San Geronimo Valley Community Centers’ Food Bank like so many other things in
life today has taken a different shape, form and delivery. On March 13, 2020, we vacated
the building and our programs ceased. One very important and vital program however
did not stop, the Food Bank. We shifted our distribution method to comply with Covid
19 safety protocols and became a drive thru no contact Food Bank. We moved to the
Lagunitas school campus parking lot and we are now operating from 11am-2pm serving
on average 300 cars with up to 2-3 families per car. Although our delivery has changed,
we are dedicated to providing free accessible food to our community.

Editors Note: For the second time in Stone Soup’s history we are not publishing a list of our
amazing volunteers. Since the Community Center and the Community Gym closed its doors
on March 13, 2020 because of COVID-19 we have not been able to engage with the many
wonderful volunteers who support all aspects of Community Center programming. These
volunteers are essential to the daily life of the Community Center. We deeply miss seeing our
volunteers in person and we look forward to when we can reopen our doors and welcome our
volunteers back into the Community Center and the Community Gym.

With site changes also came changes in our volunteer force. The SF/Marin Food bank is
responsible for scheduling and providing volunteers. That system is in practice for safety
protocols due to the pandemic. Each week we have two shifts of volunteers, the morning from 9am-noon and the afternoon shift which is noon-2pm. We have had repeat
volunteers who have enjoyed their time here and we had the pleasure of getting to know
new people.
Although we have had many volunteers who come each week, we have had three volunteers that continue to join us and offer their hard work and great dispositions.
Our first volunteer I would like to highlight is Kelly. Kelly
comes each week from Tiburon and is a Project Manager
for an interior design company. During the pandemic Kelly
has time to volunteer and has expressed that she enjoys
the country setting and the people who work here and the
variety of nutritious food we provide. Kelly jumped right in
and is willing to do the not so glamorous jobs, like sorting
rotten food or breaking down boxes.
Our next volunteer has been coming each week since March
and has taken the daunting task of organizing the bread.
Nicola Haines is a Physical Therapist who works at the Vallejo
Kaiser. She lives in San Anselmo and loves the commute out
to Valley. Working with Nicola now for a few months, we now
call her Nikki. Nikki said she keeps coming back to volunteer
with us because she feels our staff is “wonderful and positive”.
Nikki also shared that she is impressed with how well we know
our community and she “loves how we have stayed in touch
with the families and seniors in our community”. Nikki also
appreciates the beautiful setting and enjoys helping and getting to know our community.

Kelly

Nicola Haines

Buddy Faure is part of our younger cohort of volunteers. He is a recent graduate from
Novato High School and lives in Inverness. Earlier this year Buddy started participating in our NextGen program for young adults and made great connections and built
trust with our staff Alexa Davidson and Cory Van Gelder. Cory is responsible for inviting Buddy to volunteer with us. Thank You Cory!!! Buddy feels that is “cool being able
to interact with people during Covid-19 and be part of a community thing that feels
good”. Buddy has a great attitude and gets along with everyone. I asked him what he
enjoyed about volunteering here and he said, “I just have to show up”.
On behalf of the San Geronimo Valley Community Center staff we appreciate all of our
volunteers and the time and dedication they offer to our community.
Many thanks to Kelly, Nikki and Buddy.

Kelly, Buddy and Nikki
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Human Services

Food Bank Banter

Senior Update

by Nicole Ramirez

by Julie Young and Howie Cort

Collectively we are approaching the fall season with a new tactic. Covid-19 has halted most of our ordinary operations at the
SGVCC, school began the 2020 year with distant learning and
the looming wildfires that are spread throughout California is
now our new reality. As all this new actuality has settled in, we as
a community have to let our resilience shine through. We are an
amazing community with so much heart and passion.

We miss you still! We think about you all the time, and are putting our heads together, along
with West Marin Senior Services to find clever and creative ways to keep in touch and bring you
ideas and resources we think you will find engaging and supportive during these continued challenging times. We would love to hear your ideas too!

Driving through the Valley I am so touched by all the signs praising the firefighters. All
types of signs hang on poles, on fences and in front of businesses. Fighting fires is no easy
task and these men and women are risking their lives to save West Marin.
Many Thanks to all the firefighters from near and far!!!
As so many things have shifted, one thing has remained constant the presence of the SGVCC.
Our staff and organization are committed to serving our community during unprecedented
times. We continue to maintain our presence online with daily, and weekly updates on our
website. Every Thursday we have our Pop-up no contact drive thru Food pantry providing
free accessible food to our community.

We have included below some ongoing resources for you to check out. Also, included are some
highlights in our community that warmed our hearts and reminds us of the wonderful community we live in and how people have found ways to reach out and support one another. Take care
of each other and don’t hesitate to give us a call, we are here for you.
Our Neighbors Over the Hill: Fairfax Programs:
Fairfax is launching a 1 – 1 Volunteer Program to match local residents in
need during this difficult time with local community volunteers to assist
them with shopping, picking up prescriptions, etc. and checking in on what
support may be needed over the coming weeks. To sign up for help, or to volunteer or for more information
Dance Palace
https://dancepalace.org/
Calendar of Events https://dancepalace.org/events/

Please continue to social distance, wash your hands and wear a mask.
Together we rise!
Colectivamente nos acercamos a la temporada de otoño con una
nueva táctica. Covid-19 ha detenido la mayoría de nuestras operaciones ordinarias en el
SGVCC, la escuela comenzó el año 2020 con aprendizaje a distancia y los inminentes incendios forestales que se extienden por toda California son ahora nuestra nueva realidad. A
medida que se ha asentado toda esta nueva actualidad, nosotros, como comunidad, tenemos
que dejar que nuestra resiliencia brille. Somos una comunidad increíble con mucho corazón
y pasión.
Conduciendo por el valle, me conmueven todos los carteles que alaban a los bomberos. Todo
tipo de letreros cuelgan de postes, cercas y frente a negocios. Combatir incendios no es una
tarea fácil y estos hombres y mujeres están arriesgando sus vidas para salvar a West Marin.
Muchas gracias a todos los bomberos de cerca y de lejos !!!
Como tantas cosas han cambiado, una cosa ha permanecido constante la presencia del SGVCC.
Nuestro personal y nuestra organización están comprometidos
a servir a nuestra comunidad durante tiempos sin precedentes.
Seguimos manteniendo nuestra presencia en línea con actualizaciones diarias y semanales en nuestro sitio web. Todos los
jueves tenemos nuestro servicio emergente sin contacto a través de
la despensa de alimentos que brinda alimentos accesibles gratuitos
a nuestra comunidad.
Continúe con la distancia social, lávese las manos y use una máscara.
¡Juntos nos levantamos!

Information on Service Adjustments During the COVID-19 Emergency
HHS is the County’s largest department with more than 700 employees who work at many sites
throughout Marin. Many HHS offices have reopened with limited staffing to the public. Staff will
continue to provide services remotely when possible for safety reasons, and residents in need of
HHS services should consider conducting conversations over the phone or email when possible.
Please call ahead if you have an appointment or require in-person assistance.
•
•
Adult Protective Services: (415) 473-2774.
•
Skilled Nursing/Assisted Living Ombudsman: (415) 473-7446.
•
Child Protective Services: (415) 473-7153.
•
Public Assistance Call Center (Medi-Cal, CalFresh, CalWorks): 1 (877) 410-8817, or
visit c4yourself.com
•
General Relief: (415) 473-3450.
•
Behavioral Health and Recovery Services Access Line: 1 (888) 818-1115.
•
For information on resources and services specifically for older adults (persons 60+),
persons with disabilities and family caregivers, call (415) 473-INFO (415) 473-4636 or
email 473-INFO@marincounty.org
•
HHS created a phone hotline, (415) 473-7191 (CRS 711), and an online contact form,
for residents to contact staff with questions or concerns about the virus and about the
county and community response. The call center is open from 9:30 a.m. to noon and 1
to 5 p.m. weekdays, and interpreter services are available.
•
Dial 711 for CA Relay Service (link is external)
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West Marin Senior Services
P.O. Box 791 Point Reyes Station, CA 94956
Phone: 415.663.8148
Fax: 415.663.1268
Mon-Fri: 10:00am-5:00pm
Website: www.wmss.org
Our Mission: To help seniors live safely and with dignity in our community.
West Marin Senior Services is on the front lines working diligently to keep our older adults supported as we cope with this unprecedented event together. Please be advised of their (telephone
only ) office hours below as WMSS is not an emergency service.
Care Managers are available to assist anyone over the age of 60 years in need of our programs
and referrals.
Laura Sherman, C.M.C. | Care Manager San Geronimo Valley/Nicasio | WMSS
laura@wmss.org | 415-663-8148 x102 | Fax: 415-663-1268
Amena Hajjar | Program/Communications Coordinator | WMSS
amena@wmss.org | 415-663-8148 x104
Home Delivered Meals Program is available to seniors over 60 years and living in West Marin.
Contact Amena Hajjar to sign up today, and receive up to 7 meals a week delivered to your door
by our volunteers. This program is free, we ask for a small donation, but is not required to continue receiving meals.
More from West Marin Senior Services:
Elizabeth River Video Series http://wmss.org/elizabeth-river-video-series/
Good Fairy Marin County
Sign up with Good Fairy! Helper or helped. Right now Fairies are fluttering all over Marin running a TREMENDOUS number of errands every day, and forming Fairy/Neighbor partnerships
that will enable us to tackle what comes hand in wing. As of now, 400 neighbors have signed up
to help their community members! In need of help grocery shopping, errand running, or just a
friendly socially distant check-in every day? https://sites.google.com/view/goodfairy/home
Aging and Adult Services provides a multi-disciplinary system of services and supports for older
adults and persons with disabilities to promote quality of life and independence. Funding comes
from the federal U.S. and California State governments and the County of Marin.
Find the Service That’s Right for You.
Call the Marin Aging & Adult Information and Assistance Line, Monday – Friday, 8:30
am–4:30 pm (415) 473-INFO | (415-473-4636)

Volunteering at Any Age
by Amena Hajjar Communications and Program
Coordinator for West Marin Senior Services
Oliver Lee, second generation West Marin resident reached
out to WMSS looking to volunteer. “I need 50 hours of
driving experience so I can get my driver’s license, and my
mom thought we could connect my learning permit driving
time with doing some volunteer work, so I found WMSS
Home Delivered Meals Program while searching online”.
Oliver, his father Bill, and Mother Corey live in Olema with
Cory’s mother Cindy, who is 80 years old. “We were looking
for volunteer work that we felt comfortable doing, in this
time, that would not risk my mother’s health” Corey explains. Corey serves as Board Chair
for CLAM, in her seventh year, she is familiar with what it takes to volunteer for nonprofits
in West Marin. Corey remembers volunteering in high school for WMSS Friendly Visitor
Program, in the 80’s.
Oliver is not new to volunteer work, as a junior he is required to do 30 hours of community
volunteer service hours. Last school year he and other classmates volunteered to make sandwiches, as part of a food program to feed those in need through his high school and a local
church. “I liked knowing what I was doing was helping people”. Oliver believes it is important to give meals to those who need them and has been enjoying his work with WMSS as a
volunteer Home Delivered Meals to homebound seniors. “Everyone we have delivered to is
so friendly. I was really surprised last week when I took meals to someone who remembered
playing basketball with me years ago at the WM open neighborhood school gym”. Corey now
taller than his mom, said the senior remarked “I knew you when you were knee high”. Its kind
of neat to bring this joy to people who are home, often alone”.
Emily, a bright 11-year-old, excited to enter sixth grade at Lagunitas
Middle School, is participating in the San Geronimo Valley
Community Center Internship Program this summer. She is making hand made cards that will be given to seniors who receive Home
Delivered Meals each week from West Marin Senior Services. I sat
down with Emily and was excited to find out more about her volunteer work.

What is your goal with these cards?
I have been really scared with the pandemic. I feel that seniors probably are too. I kind of like
doing it for the fun of it, but I also hope it will help them feel good, give them a warm feeling.
What do you like to paint?
I love to paint underwater scenes, nature, and the sky. I love to paint the sky. I kind of just like
the feeling of the brush when I draw on the paper. Sometimes I write little things inside, but
mostly its about the picture. I like to work with all colors. I think every color deserves to be on
my cards.

Do you expect anything back from the seniors who receive your cards?
No. I like making them, and I hope they enjoy getting them. It
feels good to give nice things.
Wren, a rising 7th grader, has always liked to write poetry. She
recently found herself sending poems to her 91-year-old neighbor,
Pete. Pete, in return rewrites the poems, the same words, but in
different organizational ways on the paper. These two have known
each other since Wren was 5 years old. She remembers Pete reciting
poetry at his various visits to her home over the years. In fact, she
was invited to participate in Pete and his late partner Helen’s poetry
club. Unfortunately, the club only met a few times, but inspired
Wren to continue to share her poems with Pete after Helen’s passing. “I like to write poems; I like to think about what the words
can do when they are put together. I like to see how Pete reads
them and can change the way I read them when he returns them,
it is like a new poem”. Pete and Wren exchange poems over email,
or sometimes Wren writes them in calligraphy with the ink stone
Pete gave her. “I am delighted each time Wren sends me a poem. I
thoroughly enjoy this process’, says Pete as he returns his rendition
of their most recent poem.
To learn more about WMSS Home Delivered Meals and Friendly
Visitor Programs, contact amena@wmss.org or 415-663-8148x104
To learn more about San Geronimo Valley Community Center
Internship programs visit sgvcc.org or contact Rebecca Teague @
rteague@sgvcc.org

The NextGen Support Group had been meeting in person for over a year when shelter
in place happened. Every Friday, we gathered in the “Living Room” at the Community
Center for our Art and Activist Support Group meetings. Over time we added making and eating soup together and holding a "makers' space" to work on projects in the
company of others, these became regular additions after the Support Group meeting.
Collaborations came out of these gatherings, including organizing the Repair Cafe,
NextGen Art Shows and audio, set design for two local Climate Benefits and making signs
and joining climate strikes last year. We deeply miss our in person Fridays, but we immediately shifted our group to online in April.
Over the last five months our focus has been on supporting each other in our challenges
and sharing our victories in these unprecedented times. At the center of the group is
listening with loving attention and making space for the emotions we are feeling. Being
together reminds us we are not alone and sharing our feelings helps to free our minds to
think clearly about the many challenges in our lives. Here are some reflections from two of
the participants.
"I love joining the weekly support group because it reminds me that there are always people who
will listen and support me no matter what is on my mind." Marley Van Deusen.
“I love being a part of the Friday Support Group because it’s full of encouragement, love, and
support. We hold a space where anyone can be open and transparent about what they’re feeling
and thinking which is invaluable, especially for us young people in this crazy time.” Erica Vogt
If you want more information feel free to contact Cory vanGelder, NextGen Support
Group facilitator: Corylvg@gmail.com

Support Local
Saturdays

How did you decide to make cards for seniors?
I knew my sister was doing an internship, so I wanted to try one
too. When Rebecca Teague at SGVCC offered that I make cards,
I knew I could do it. Painting is my favorite medium; I am really
artistic. Watercolors are what I like best right now.

Have you volunteered before?
Yes, when I was at the elementary school I would volunteer at the
senior lunch. I liked doing that a lot.

NextGen Support Group

The Community Center launched a new program, Support Local Saturdays, on May 2,
2020. Since then our Instagram and Facebook have featured local eateries, farms, post
offices, coffee shops, clothing and surf labels, small boutiques, landscape designers, and
more. Small businesses are an important part of our community, and many continue to
face immense challenges during the COVID-19 crisis— and right now and into the foreseeable future, every sale helps. If you are in a position to support a small, local business,
please do what you can. Shop local first, order local take-out, buy local art, order local
goods online, enroll in a local exercise class, buy local gift cards, buy stamps from your
local post office, shop in small businesses that are practicing social distancing, buy a local
coffee or local produce.
Shop Local. Feel Good.

THE MOON
by Wren and Pete

If you or someone you know has a business they would like to have featured, please reach
out to Rebecca Teague — rteague@sgvcc.org

HIGH IN THE
SKY
IT SHINES
SOME DAYS
AND
ALL NIGHTS
CHANGING
THE TIDE
OF
THE OCEAN
SWAYNG THEM
BACK AND FORTH
WAXING WANING
GIBBOUS
MOON
AFFECTING
THE EARTH
WITH ITS
LUNAR
TUNE
SHINING
WITH
AN
ETHEREAL
GLOW
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Youth Programs

VAST

by Nicole Ramirez
All of our in-person youth programs will not take place this fall. It is with
heavy hearts that we will not be providing childcare or afterschool sports.
We do not want to overwhelm families with Zoom knowing that school is
all online. Our youth team misses the children and cannot wait until the
Loft is full of laughter, Zoila’s is dishing our snacks and the sounds echoing
in the gym are of bouncing basketballs. Our love and commitment to the
children has not changed. We will return when it is safe for our staff, the
children and families. We must continue to fight the spread of this pandemic.
What we will offer is activities that will be posted on sgvcc.org. Click on
Youth Programs and look for any activity that interest you.
We miss you all and be safe.
Stay tuned for:
Zoila’s AftercareK-3rd grade afterschool program
Loft
4th -8th grade LOFT Teen Center

VAST
Now entering its 20th school year the Valley After School Tutoring
(VAST) program is offering one-on-one tutoring for all Lagunitas School
District and Nicasio School students. VAST is an affordable afterschool
tutoring program with highly skilled tutors provided by the San Geronimo
Valley Community Center.
$100 per trimester fee includes:
• Up to 3, one on one, tutoring sessions a week through November 11,
2020.
• Flexible tutoring hours on ZOOM while our Schools are in distance
learning. Afternoon,
early evening, and weekend options are available.
• Homework support, skill building, and more provided by our tutors.
To schedule time with a tutor email Robin: vast@sgvcc.org
For more information about VAST please visit https://www.sgvcc.org/
youth-programming/vast-tutoring/
We offer scholarships! If the $100 trimester fee is too much at this time, we
will work with you!

San Geronimo Valley Community Gym
by Howie Cort
The Gym, LOFT and Summer Camp Report
A Time for Resilience
Wow! Who can believe it’s September?!! So much has changed in our lives these past six
months. The closing of the school campus curtailed all of our after school programming,
summer camps, after school sports along with our adult sports programs. Needless to say
the loss of our programs has been felt no matter what age you are. As summer unveiled
itself, our staff tried to figure out how we could deliver our programs virtually to our
summer campers. It sure was a learning curve for us to figure out how to film ourselves
and make iMovies teaching campers how to make delicious snacks, create arts and crafts,
perform science experiments and engage in healthy and fun activities.
Now, the opening of school and distance learning is upon us. Along with the pandemic
interfering with our school lives, it is also affecting our LOFT afterschool program, middle school sports teams, West Marin Soccer and St. Cecilia CYO basketball. As we go to
press, it is clear all sports programs are on hold. The risk is not worth the reward of competition. We are all so anxious and ready for this to be over. We want to be able to hang
out at The LOFT and sit next to each other while having a snack and go into the gym to
play some one on one.
Our adults are feeling it, too. Thursday Senior Table Tennis has meant so much to our
elders who have found community every Thursday after Senior Lunch. Our Open BBall
and Pickleball nights brought multi-ages together twice a week. And let’s not forget how
our Friday night Adult Volleyball was just starting up and Sunday Table Tennis attracted
players, who drove from long distances, to get on a table at our gym. But here we are. It’s
amazing how resilient we can be. We’ve adapted by learning how to stay in touch with
our loved ones through Zoom, maintained our health by doing exercise classes on Zoom,
adventured into our local Open Spaces by walking or riding our bikes and heading out to
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the beach to ride or watch the waves. A lot of us got into the kitchen and began to bake
with abandon, especially bread. I can’t tell you how many times I could not find flour or
yeast on the shelves.
In July, I actually sent six packets of yeast to my daughter for her 27th birthday because
she couldn't find any Portland! So here’s my advice: Stay Resilient and do fun activities
with the people in your bubble while staying safe and healthy. Maintain your social distance and wear your face covering in public. Do what you can to help others by making
a phone to check in. I called an old friend who I haven’t spoken to in thirty years. We
picked up right where we left when we last saw each other. It was an emotional lift for
both of us! When this is over - and eventually it will be- we’ll be so thankful for the little
things we take for granted in our everyday lives. For me it will be sitting at my friends’
dinner table, having family BBQ’s, seeing my daughter and her boyfriend in Portland,
being able to be with our mom’s, who live a plane ride away on the East Coast, and coaching my girl’s CYO team for one last season as 8th graders.
One silver lining and joy through all of this has been having the opportunity to be with
our ten-month-old grandson, Logan, who lives close by. I hope everyone of you who
reads this will find your own silver linings during these challenging times. We can’t wait
to see you at the LOFT, gym or on the sports field one day soon! In the meantime, make
safe choices, continue to social distance, stay in your pods and wear your face covering in
public!

Lagunitas School District
by Katherine Sanford and Steve Rebscher
Teaching Racial Injustice Face to Face
I believe that the majority of our community understands that our fundamental values directly
affect the wellbeing, self-esteem and educational readiness of our students. When children face
perceived injustice they respond negatively. When they learn positive ways to bring about just
solutions to conflict they grasp a tool that will bring them lifelong rewards, a tool that is as
important as any we can teach in our schools. From this perspective, learning about injustice,
and the efforts of generations to expose and correct racial inequality, should be a priority in
our schools and is, indeed, a central theme in all of our Lagunitas programs.
The topics of justice, equality and equity moved from peripheral objects of discussion into
central focus for many people in the past year as we were confronted with irrefutable video
evidence of unarmed black men and women killed by police officers and violent civilians. Of
course, these occurrences were always in clear focus for minority populations who have been
forced to live every day under the cloud of injustice and systemic inequality.
Two years ago, our middle school program set out to bring a meaningful educational experience about racism to our Lagunitas students by stepping out of our minimally diverse San
Geronimo Valley into the deep south. I have asked Katherine Sanford, our middle school history lead teacher and head organizer for the Alabama trip to describe this effort. This is the
story of that journey.
I started teaching at Lagunitas School in the wake of Donald Trump being elected President of
the United States. Before I took the job in the Middle School, I reached out to Middle School
teachers around the country to ask them about what worked for them in their classrooms.
I interviewed a veteran teacher at University of Chicago Lab School who encouraged me to
teach Gilgamesh and gloss over Ancient Egypt, I spoke to one at Rye Country Day School in
NY who suggested I teach the book I Am Malala because of its powerful message of heroism
and activism. I drew on my own experience learning American history in school and decided
that we would use the Howard Zinn, Young People’s History of the United States as our textbook.
I walked into my classroom in the fall of 2017 feeling prepared but also deeply aware of what
an incredible responsibility and privilege it is to teach other people’s children.

to actually experience it. Students were invited by a young docent to sit at the counter and
place their hands in front of them. The docents then gave them headphones and told them to
close their eyes. They said that if at any time it became too much, they should open their eyes
and get up from the stool. What followed was a simulation of what it would have been like
to sit at one of those lunch counters. The stools shook, the mob yelled, it was so realistic you
could hear their breath and feel their anger. I watched as my first group of students sat at the
counter. I wanted to be there in case one of them needed me. One by one they sat, some of
them wept, a couple of them accepted hugs from the young docents, all of them understood
courage in a new way.
When we returned home the students hosted two events where they taught both younger students and the larger community about our trip. I had stressed to the students that they were
now ambassadors, that without the support of our school and community the trip would not
have been possible. The best thank you we could give was to educate people about what we
had seen and experienced. We held a community forum and I was so proud of my students as
they answered questions from the audience about what they had seen and learned. The common thread throughout all their answers was that they now understood that change was both
possible and necessary but that it takes enormous effort and will to remake society.
I want my students to understand the history of their country and to know that racist policies
shape even our sweet little community with its cartoonishly abundant landscape and its generosity of spirit. I want them to see the inequities and racism that are a part of everyday life here
in Marin and then I want them to work to change it. It’s a high bar but our students are worth
it and are definitely capable of achieving it.
Lagunitas School students and their
Alabama counterparts stand at the
infamous Edmund Pettus Bridge
in Selma, Alabama. The bridge
was named after Edmund Pettus, a
confederate officer, U.S. senator and
leader of the Ku Klux Klan. It was
the site of Bloody Sunday in 1965 in
which marchers, including the late
John Lewis, attempted to cross the
bridge and march to the state capital
in Montgomery.

At Lagunitas, our Social Studies curriculum follows an arc. In 6th grade, we study what makes
a just society. In 7th grade, we study how civilizations rise and fall and the role of the individual. And, in 8th grade, we study American History and each student is tasked with a year-long
project where they design and create a quantifiable change in the community. The fundamental idea in this curriculum is that we can’t teach students about problems without also attempting to give them the skills to solve them.
In that first year of teaching American history, I felt that something was lacking. So much
of the history felt theoretical, as a white teacher in a primarily white community, I felt that
I was telling more than showing. I could show my students the powerful speeches of Martin
Luther King, Jr. and Malcolm X. They could see footage of the courage of John Lewis and
Angela Davis, but it still felt very far away for them. I decided after that first year we needed
to actually travel to the South. It is too easy to distance yourself from the complicated history of this country when you live in a place like Marin. I changed our entire curriculum and
invited speakers from local organizations working on equity issues, organizations like the Canal
Alliance, Marin County Youth Court, and organizations working on affordable housing. My
goal was for students to understand that racist policies still define our lives today, and connect
those policies to our history.
To accomplish this goal, we study civil rights leaders and organizations and how they have
used the court system to try and make change. We examined how complicated non-violence
actually is, and the role that the 13th Amendment loophole plays in defining our criminal
justice system. The 13th Amendment abolished slavery except as “punishment for a crime.”
This meant that almost immediately after the amendment was passed states started passing
the Black Codes. The Black Codes were laws that defined every aspect of Black life, and they
were easily broken. This meant that it was very easy to arrest, convict and ultimately re-enslave
Black people. It is vital that students understand the ways that racism is codified into our laws
and the structure of our justice system.
After what is really three years of study, all of our students get on an airplane and fly to
Georgia, they travel to Alabama and walk the Pettus Bridge, they meet Joanne Bland who was
11 years old on Bloody Sunday and hear her describe that day to students and then very clearly explain why Black lives matter. During the school year students have pen pals from a school
in Alabama. We met them at the bridge and after a year of following each other on social
media and emailing, students connected with each other in real life. They walk the bridge
together, two groups of kids from different sides of the country sharing a common experience.

Our students visited the 16th St. Baptist
church in Birmingham, Alabama. The
church was the scene of vicious Ku Klux
Klan bombing that killed four young
girls in 1963.

They walk through the Legacy Museum built into an old slave market that connects slavery
to contemporary criminal justice issues, they visit the Peace and Justice Memorial where the
names and dates of all 4300 people lynched between Emancipation and 1950 are listed by
county, they meet Bishop Calvin Woods outside the 16th Street Baptist Church and hear from
him about what it was like to be part of Martin Luther King’s inner circle . . . . There is more,
the trip is four days of incredible opportunity to see history, to touch it, to hear from people
who were there, to let it really sink in that none of this is actually over.
One moment that stands out in my mind was on the last day of the trip. We were at the
National Center for Civil and Human Rights in Atlanta. The Museum traces the history of the
Civil Rights Movement as well as the larger fight for Human Rights around the world. One
of the exhibits was a lunch counter, identical to the ones where people staged peaceful protests
against segregation. My students had seen footage of people sitting at lunch counters across the
South, they had watched the bravery it took to maintain equanimity as you sat surrounded by
an angry mob yelling at you and throwing things at you. However, this exhibit allowed you
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Thank You!

Community Center
Contributors
by Rebecca Teague, Fund Development Coordinator
The last five months have contained some very powerful and proud moments -- for the community and for the Community Center. In some ways, our Community Center is stronger
than ever--our team has adapted and innovated with remarkable form, and our partnerships
and trust from our allies and funders are stable and steadfast. When we closed our doors on
March 13, 2020 and the Covid-19 pandemic became the reality for our community, our
nation and the world, the Community Center transformed in a matter of days and weeks to
meet the needs of those who overnight, lost their jobs, their childcare, their health insurance,
their social-lives, and their sense of safety and security.
To address these very real needs, the Community Center revisited our mission with a
focus on what is happening in our community at this moment. We created a COVID-19
Emergency Fund financial assistance program. The Community Center has created, implemented and staffed a weekly drive-through food pantry. We have launched a senior outreach
and support system. We released an Equity Statement after the killing of George Floyd, in
solidarity with Black Lives Matter and went to work on creating the inclusive and just system we envision. We have published weekly updates with important information on public
health, COVID-19 testing, County of Marin updates, the Covid-19 Emergency Fund, weekly food pantry information, Lagunitas School district updates, the 2020 Census and messages from our local partners. We adapted our Summer Camp into a 5 week virtual program
- complete with crafts, songs, sports, art and cooking lessons. All available free to our community. We brought our Spring Art Show online in the form of Valley Art Day! We hosted
another all day, all online event, Valley Garden Day on June 26th. Over 100 local artists and
gardeners shared their unique creative gifts with our community. We hosted numerous family fun events online including Jasper Thelin’s Valley Talent nights and Michael McQuilkin’s
Family Music Hour where we revisited the early years and fan favorites of this long standing
community program.

Rebecca Maloney
Lynette McLamb and Todd Steiner
John McNeil and Michaela Fleming
Susan Moldaw and Bob Stallings
Kathleen Mullen
Linda Murray and Alan Lubow
Amy and Peter Nestler
Louis Nuyens, The Nuyens Studio
Peter Oppenheimer
Steve and Carol Rebscher
John C. Rodgers
Joe and Kathy Rosenberg
Dana and David Russ
Michelle and John Rutledge
Carl Sanders and Lynne Osgood
Eric and Tracy Sands
Barbara Davenport Scott
Serenity Knolls
San Geronimo Community Presbyterian Church
Laura Sherman
David Shore and Zoe Sexton-Shore
Nancy Isaac Simmons
Philip Sotter
Vicki Testa
William Lockwood Teufel
Patricia Lynn Thorndike
Paul Torikian and Christina Torikian
United Way
Judy and Stanley Voets
Kirk Wilcox and Amena Hajjar - in honor of
Mary Ellen Boyling
Patty and Jack Wright Foundation
Ruth Zamist

Grantors
California Endowment
Community Development Block Grant
County of Marin
Center for Volunteer & Nonprofit Leadership
Dino J. Ghilotti Foundation
Endurance Fund
Enterprise Holdings Foundation
First Federal Savings and Loan
Freitas Foundation
George Lucas Family Foundation
Hartford Foundation for Public Giving
Lagunitas Brewing Company
Marin Charitable
Marin Community Foundation
Marin First 5
Marin Municipal Water District
Nathan Cummings Foundation
Nugget Market
Olympic Club Foundation
Presbyterian Hunger Project
Reliance Fund
San Geronimo Valley Lions Club
The Stanley S. Langendorf Foundation
West Marin Community Services
West Marin Fund
Jack and Patty Wright Foundation
Union Bank Foundation
United Way

The Covid-19 Emergency Fund
by Alexa Davidson
Our Impact and Path Forward

Amongst all of this incredible work, it is also true that the Covid-19 pandemic has greatly
affected our organization financially. All of our programs that offer earned revenue have
ceased and we are not sure when they will be able to start again. This earned revenue
amounts to 30% of our budget. Our fundraising goals this year aim to fill this gap in
funding for our organization's infrastructure, while also supporting the financial assistance
program.

When we closed our doors on March 13, 2020 and the Covid-19 pandemic became the reality
for our community, our nation, and the world, the Community Center transformed in a matter of days and weeks to meet the needs of those who overnight, lost their jobs, their childcare,
their health insurance, their social-lives, and their sense of safety and security. Our team has
adapted and innovated with remarkable form, our partnerships have become stronger, and our
community impact has grown as we work to meet the needs of our community.

If you’re able, please make a donation to the San Geronimo Valley Community Center,
please do. You can make a recurring or one-time gift today through our website www.sgvcc.
org, by sending in a check or by giving me a call at 415-328-7988. Other ways to financially
support the Community Center include contributing stocks, bonds, real estate, or by joining
our Legacy Circle by making a planned gift to the Community Center through your estate.

In the early weeks of the pandemic, the Community Center was acknowledged by our partners
as a lead organization in West Marin. In one week, our staff developed a financial and rental
assistance program designed to keep families afloat in uncertain and unprecedented times.
Upon launching this fund, we received generous donations and support from the County of
Marin, the Marin Community Foundation, local family foundations, and community minded
individuals. 100% of every dollar that we received for this fund went directly back into our
community. Five monthly distributions have taken place (April, May, June, July, August).

Thank you to all of our donors! We cannot do what we do without your support. The following individuals, businesses and grantors have made generous contributions between May
1, 2020 through August 15, 2020. We continue to be grateful for all of you!

Contributors
May 1, 2020 to August 15, 2020
Allstar Organics
Guy Clough and Sally Armstrong
Carolina Balazs and David Guendelman
Kathy and John Beckerley
Benevity
Zoila Berardi
Dominic Berardi, Berardi Tile
Michael Bergman and Kelly Mason
David and Roberta Bickel
Tim Blain and Patricia Regalia
Patty Blanton
Jeffrey and Antje Bogart
Patti Breitman and Stan Rosenfeld
Bright Funds Foundation
Girija and Larry Brilliant
Joe and Vernona Brown, Brownco Construction
The California Endowment
Tom and Beth Carmody
James Clapp
Kate Clayton
Keith Collins
Michael Conklin
David and Howie Cort
Liam Cottrell
Burrill Crohn
Liza and Tim Crosse
Ali Crowley
Jon Curtis
Lee and Barbara Denouden
Ernie DiBenedetto
Pat and Cia Donahue
Dovetail Decision Consultants
Rudi Dundas

Julie Egger and Alan Weiler
Marc Elias Cleaning Service
William and Carmelita Ellis
Enterprise Holdings Foundation
Susan Evans and Jim Hobart
Jim and Janelle Fazackerley
Ken and Moira Feingold
Bernard and Barbara Felling
John Finger and Debra Ruff
First 5 Marin
Dennis Fleming
Gerald and Geraldine Fleming
Barry Flicker
Mary Frank
The Freitas Foundation
Gan Halev
Linda Gomez
Ashley Griffin and Jake Morse
James Griffiths and Muniera Kadrie
Donna Halloran
Barbara Hoefle and Debra Amerson
Robert Holley
Donald and Shirley Holmlund
Elysha Irish
Eric and Denise Jackson
Christine Johnson
Jorstad Inc.
Mary Victoria Keydash
Ben Kinsey
David Lakes and Stephanie Fein
Kelly Lawson and Kelly Hunt-Miceli
LEAP-Lead, Enrich, Achieve, Progress
Susan Lerer
Dennis Leu
Richard Lohman and Linea Larsen
George Lucas Family Foundation
Michael MacKenzie
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Take a look at the impact of this program so far:
• We have distributed $264,200 since April 15th
• We have made a total of 523 grants to 185 unique applicants
• 367 grants have funded bills and essential expenses
• 156 grants have funded rental assistance
• Over 65% of our applicants are over 60 years of age
• 20% of our applicants are families with children
• 100% of these distributions have been made to residents of Forest Knolls, Lagunitas, San
Geronimo, Woodacre and Nicasio
When we started the financial assistance program, we did not know how long this pandemic
would last or what the long term effects would be. It is clear now that we are just at the beginning.
The ramifications and recovery for our community overtime will be difficult and widespread. The
Community Center Board and Staff recognize the importance of this program continuing--the support of our vulnerable community members through financial assistance is a function of our commitment to equity and diversity in our Valley. As we close out our fifth month of distributions, our team
looks for ways to sustain this program and strategically shift towards a model that will support folks
in getting back on their feet through employment, advocacy, and mutual aid. We are committed to
showing up for our community in these unprecedented times and supporting folks throughout the
pandemic, a timeframe we acknowledge is unknown.
If you need financial assistance please email covid19fund@sgvcc.org or visit our website. If you are
interested in supporting a neighbor in need, please consider making a donation today at sgvcc.org.
100% of donations go directly back into the community, supporting an applicant with rent or mortgage payments, food, bills, and other essential expenses. We are all in this together!

Support Your Community Center
•

Make a monthly contribution

•

Contribute stocks, bonds, real estate or a vehicle

•

Make a planned gift to the Community Center through your estate planning.
To donate, visit www.sgvcc.org

Community Unlearning:
Addressing Racism
through Re-education
by Alexa Davidson
On June 11th 2020, we wrote to our community the following words: “We choose solidarity over silence.
George Floyd’s murder at the hands of police, and the murder of many black Americans before him have
exposed the racism and injustice experienced by black people in this country. Against the backdrop of Covid-19
which has already laid bare the deep and systemic inequities for people of color in our community and country,
we are moved to speak up.”
We released a statement to our community (which you can read in its entirety on our website) on behalf of the
Board, the Staff, and the organization, standing with the Black Lives Matter movement and committing to dismantling the dangerous systems of oppression in which our country is built on. Our work at the Community
Center has long centered around equity, ensuring that everyone gets what they need to survive and thrive. With
our public commitment, we are making it clear to our community where we stand and we pledge to not only
speak our solidarity but to take action to create an antiracist, equitable organization.
We acknowledge that everyday we continue to learn and grow--in fact this very idea led us to create the
Community Unlearning program and event series. As a Community Center, one of our strengths has always
been community education and community building. In this time, we chose to stick with our strengths and
develop a program for our community, centered around racial justice and equity education. The Community
Unlearning program aims to re-educate and bring awareness to our communities about the realities of racism and discrimination. Our first action within this program was to develop a Community Read of the book,
How to be an Antiracist by Ibram X. Kendi. In a hopeful and inspiring turn of events, 177 people registered to
participate and each week, I facilitated a group of around 50 individuals in a Zoom book discussion. In these
groups people have a chance to deepen their understanding of the material and uncover their own biases and
areas of growth.
Following the book read, our community participated in a Racial Justice Panel discussion with Marin County
Leaders working to affect change. Over 70 people zoomed in to join a moderated discussion with Chandra
Alexandre, CEO of Community Action Marin, Jonathan Logan, VP of Community Engagement with the
Marin Community Foundation, and Don Carney, Founder of Youth Transforming Justice and the Marin Youth
Court. This conversation was recorded and can be found on our website.
Coming soon the Community Unlearning program will be hosting a second book read and on September 23rd,
we welcome Royce McLemore, Marin County leader and activist, to share about the situation with the Golden
Gate Village housing development in Marin City and her anti-racism work. We hope to develop a robust
speaker series, designed to create proximity to voices across Marin and beyond who are working to generate systemic change in our communities.

With Respect
Since our last issue of Stone Soup in June there have been a number of
passings of community members. In this issue we have shared the
obituaries of Aneice Taylor and Connie Smith Siegel.
We also want to acknowledge these community members and send our
heartfelt condolences to their family members, friends, and neighbors.
Brett Hatt
Phyllis Winter
Floyd Parmenter aka Hippie Lee
Susan Moffat
Kelly Slattery
Janet Tugaw
Arlis Halseth Parr
Steve Gaddis

Milestones
Congratulations to Phil Arnot of Lagunitas who celebrated his 96th
birthday in July.
Appreciations to the Nicasio Volunteer Fire Department and the Nicasio
Disaster Council who hosted a blood drive at the Nicasio School on July
15, 2020. Fifty Four units of blood were donated. Another blood drive is
being planned for this fall. Please consider donating.
The Drake High School 2020 graduation was unlike any other graduation. We were so proud of our local graduates and deeply appreciative
of all of the community members who honored the graduates with the
Valley parade in June.
The Drake Scholarship Fund awarded twenty-one scholarships to the
class of 2020. We want to acknowledge the local awardees and where they
will be attending college.

Desaprendizaje comunitario:
abordar el racismo a través
de la reeducación

Mattie Darragh-Ford, Jeremy Collins Award, Mattie will attend Columbia
University.

por Alexa Davidson

Iona Normandi, Chet Carlisle Award, Iona will attend University of
California Berkeley.

El 11 de junio de 2020 escribimos a nuestra comunidad las siguientes palabras: “Elegimos la solidaridad al
silencio. El asesinato de George Floyd a manos de la policía y el asesinato de muchos afroamericanos antes que
él han puesto de manifiesto el racismo y la injusticia que experimentan los afroamericanos en este país. En el
contexto de Covid-19, que ya ha puesto al descubierto las profundas y sistémicas desigualdades para las personas de color en nuestra comunidad y país, nos sentimos motivados a hablar ”.
Publicamos una declaración a nuestra comunidad (que puede leer en su totalidad en nuestro sitio web) en nombre de la Junta, el personal y la organización, apoyando al movimiento Black Lives Matter y comprometiéndonos a desmantelar los peligrosos sistemas de opresión en los que nuestro país está construido. Nuestro trabajo en
el Centro Comunitario se ha centrado durante mucho tiempo en la equidad, asegurando que todos obtengan
lo que necesitan para sobrevivir y prosperar. Con nuestro compromiso público, le estamos dejando en claro a
nuestra comunidad dónde estamos y nos comprometemos no solo a expresar nuestra solidaridad, sino a tomar
medidas para crear una organización antirracista y equitativa.

Seamus Goulden, Ellsworth and Marcia Hagen Award, Seamus will
attend Bowdoin College.
Amanda Lipari Maxson, Archie Williams Award, Amanda will attend
Tufts University.

Molly Soladay, Harold Allison Award, Molly will attend San Diego State
University.
We apologize if we did not include a community member in Milestones
or With Respect. Please contact Dave Cort by email dcort@sgvcc.org if
with any names to share with the community.

Reconocemos que todos los días seguimos aprendiendo y creciendo; de hecho, esta misma idea nos llevó a crear el programa y la serie de eventos Community Unlearning. Como Centro Comunitario, una de nuestras fortalezas siempre
ha sido la educación comunitaria y la construcción comunitaria. En este momento, optamos por mantener nuestras
fortalezas y desarrollar un programa para nuestra comunidad, centrado en la justicia racial y la educación en equidad.
El programa Community Unlearning tiene como objetivo reeducar y concienciar a nuestras comunidades sobre las
realidades del racismo y la discriminación. Nuestra primera acción dentro de este programa fue desarrollar una Lectura
comunitaria del libro Cómo Ser un Antirracista de Ibram X. Kendi. En un giro esperanzador e inspirador de eventos,
177 personas se registraron para participar y cada semana, facilité un grupo de alrededor de 50 personas en una discusión sobre el libro Zoom. En estos grupos, las personas tienen la oportunidad de profundizar su comprensión del
material y descubrir sus propios prejuicios y áreas de crecimiento.
Después de leer el libro, nuestra comunidad participó en un panel de discusión sobre justicia racial con los líderes del
condado de Marin que trabajan para lograr cambios. Más de 70 personas se acercaron para unirse a una discusión
moderada con Chandra Alexandre, director ejecutivo de Community Action Marin, Jonathan Logan, vicepresidente de
participación comunitaria de Marin Community Foundation, y Don Carney, fundador de Youth Transforming Justice
y Marin Youth Court. Esta conversación fue grabada y se puede encontrar en nuestro sitio web.
Próximamente, el programa Community Unlearning presentará la segunda lectura de un libro y el 16 de septiembre le damos la bienvenida a Royce McLemore, líder y activista del condado de Marin, para compartir
sobre la situación con el desarrollo de viviendas Golden Gate Village en Marin City y su trabajo contra el racismo. Esperamos desarrollar una serie de oradores robustos, diseñados para crear proximidad con las voces en
Marín y más allá que están trabajando para generar un cambio sistémico en nuestras comunidades.
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Nicasio Volunteer
Fire Department

Peace Festival 2020
Virtual Event

The Nicasio Volunteer Fire Department (NVFD) and the NVFD Ladies
Auxiliary, invites the San Geronimo Valley community to a Zoom event we are
hosting on Thursday, September 24, 2020, 7:00 - 8:00 pm. We have organized
this workshop not only to generate community connection, but also voluntary
donations to the NVFD, since Covid restrictions and concerns caused us to cancel our annual fundraising BBQ/Dance in August.

Celebrating the International Day of Peace

Zoom address:
https://zoom.us/
Meeting ID: 882 3589 7042
Password: 884922
Reminder to log on a few minutes before 7:00 pm. Participants will be muted on
entry, but can ask questions at end.

Creating Peace through a panel discussion, music, film and conversation
Wednesday, September 30, 2020 6:30 pm to 8:00 pm
This is a free event through Event Brite.
Register by going to our web site or emailing Dave Cort dcort@sgvcc.org
The Community Center’s series of virtual free events for our entire community that provides
excellent opportunities for community dialogue and discussion will focus on and build upon
the Community Center’s annual celebrations around the International Day of Peace that take
place each September.

Everyone of all ages welcome. Fun and appropriate for the whole family.
No fee, but donations to the NVFD encouraged and gratefully accepted: https://
www.nicasiofire.org/take-action
This is a workshop. If they’d like, participants can sketch while John speaks. No
drawing experience required. Really!
John (Jack) is tailoring the workshop for Nicasio residents, teaching us how to
observe what’s in our backyard with more rigorous attention and curiosity, looking for mysteries, seeking connections. John not only is a scientist, artist, author,
and educator but also a gifted speaker—funny, passionate, eloquent. He is trained
as a wildlife biologist and is an associate of the California Academy of Sciences
Any questions? Contact Amy Wilcox at wilcoxamy60@gmail.com.

Mill Valley Film Festival
Presented by the California Film Institute, the 43rd Mill Valley Film Festival (MVFF) runs
October 8-18, 2020. The MVFF is an acclaimed eleven-day cinema event celebrating the best
in American independent and world cinema. Located just north of San Francisco, it’s known
as a filmmakers’ festival, and the West Coast launch pad for many Academy Award®-winning
films, annually showcasing 200+ films from over 50 countries. The MVFF creates a community
that celebrates the best in international film as well as Tributes and Spotlights with major film
talents. The relaxed and non-competitive atmosphere surrounding MVFF gives filmmakers and
audiences alike the opportunity to share their work and experiences in a collaborative and convivial setting.
This year, MVFF will be unlike anything presented before in its history. The Festival will boast
the year’s best films from all corners of the globe, presented in an online virtual screening room
and at a studio-grade drive-in cinema located at the beautiful Lagoon Park—Marin Center. For
all updates and info about MVFF, please visit mvff.com, sign up for our email list, and follow
us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram at #MVFF43!
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Connie Smith Siegel
Connie Smith Siegel, landscape painter,
educator, and leader in the field of art and
healing, died August 4. She was a resident
of Woodacre, CA for over 40 years. Born
April 20, 1937, in Colorado Springs, she
was raised by her mother Josephine Smith.
She received her MFA from University
of Colorado, Boulder, in 1962, and first
taught Art and Art History at Amarillo
College in Texas. She went on to become
a tenured Associate Professor and the first
woman Chair of the Art Department at
University of Colorado, Denver. Connie
moved to California in 1975, and taught at
the California Institute of Integral Studies
and JFK University. She gave private workshops and classes at her home and other
venues for 35 years, and was a visiting
artist/teacher at Sonoma State, UC Santa
Cruz, and Esalen Institute.
In 1966 Connie’s life was transformed
by discovering the practice of Sensory
Awareness in a workshop led by Charlotte
Selver and Charles Brooks, on Monhegan Island, Maine, where she had gone to draw. It was there
she met her husband of 20 years, psychologist Leon Siegel. For decades Connie attended SA workshops and study groups, incorporating the practice into her teaching methodology. She was President
of the Sensory Awareness Leaders Guild from ’88 –’92. With Leon, Connie created an expressive
process combining Drawing and Color with Sensory Awareness to explore decisions, challenges,
and issues of healing. This self-guidance process became the core of Connie’s teaching, and inspiration for writing 3 her books: The Spirit of Drawing, The Spirit of Color, and Creating Peace: The
Healing Spirit of Drawing and Color. Connie believed deeply in the healing nature of art, and that
art-making belongs to everyone. Perhaps her greatest hope was that the process she developed would
live on, helping people to heal, connect with nature, and find their artistic selves.
Connie Smith Siegel was a prolific and dedicated fine artist, a landscape painter recognized for her
“spirit of place.” She had mastered many techniques and media, and had a profound knowledge of
Art History. She painted outdoors across Marin and Sonoma, and traveled widely to find beautiful
vistas and scenes to transform into lively plein air canvases in oil, acrylic, or pastel. Each October
she drove her campervan to the Sierras to capture the radiance of the golden aspen. In the Spring
she could be found drawing the blossoming plums in the San Geronimo Valley. She was intrepid
in her explorations of hills, trees, mountains, deserts, streams and coast. Her work was featured
in many solo and group exhibits and is represented in many collections, including the Achenbach
Foundation at the Palace of Legion of Honor, SF Int’l Airport, and the Oakland Museum. She was
represented by William Sawyer Gallery in SF and Robert Allen Fine Art in Sausalito. With help
from friends, Connie held two retrospective shows just before the pandemic, at the San Geronimo
Valley Community Center and at Toby’s Gallery in Point Reyes Station.j
Connie was a Peace and environmental
activist, a founding member of Artists for
Social Responsibility. Her landscape banners, with quotes from Helen Caldecott
and Chief Seattle, were used in anti-nuclear
protests in the 80’s. Connie was a life-long
learner in Consciousness and Intuitive Studies,
Expressive Arts, Dance, and Poetry. She
worked with the pioneers in movement and
expressive therapy—Anna Halprin, Gabrielle
Roth, Natalie Rogers, John Fox, and others.
Connie practiced Buddhist meditation with
Tibetan, Zen and Insight teachers for 25 years.
She was a longtime student of Nonviolent
Communication. She was a member of the
‘Artist Potluck Group’—local artists who met
to share and critique their art. She championed
the work of others, and the Potluck group
exhibited together as a result of her tireless
efforts. Connie created and celebrated community, with her enthusiasm for the arts and her
welcoming, inclusive way of being. Her receptions often incorporated musicians improvising
to the art and poets reading. She was a vibrant
and devoted dancer well into her 80’s.
Connie is survived by cousins Sue Harrington and Robert Harrington of Colorado Springs. She
leaves behind many devoted friends, colleagues, students and creative collaborators. A special thanks
to Faye Chang and the caregivers at Long Life Living, as well as many other helpers this past year.
An online Memorial will be held in October. For information about date, time and link, please send
an email to conniesmithsiegel@gmail.com. Donations in Connie’s name can be made to the San
Geronimo Valley Community Center, Marin Open Studios, West Marin Senior Services, or Hospice
by the Bay.

Visual Arts
by Larry Rippee
I was saddened to hear the news that Connie
Smith Siegel died on Tuesday, August 4th.
When I think of ‘Valley art’ usually the first image
that pops into my mind is the work of Connie.
It’s not just because she did landscapes, plein aire
pastels of Marin environs. Beyond her chosen form of expression and subject matter
she exemplified the artist committed to place. She was dedicated to the nurturing of
the arts within the community and was one of those individuals who made it possible
for all of us to hold that collective self-image.
Working in association with Connie on her solo shows and some group shows was an
education for me. When it came to putting together one her shows Connie was persistent, gently unrelenting, in working towards the very best presentation of the artwork--that meant getting the lighting just right, working out the relationships between pieces
and the overall harmony of the room. She always had a clear sense of what she wanted
and how the work should look.
Connie was absolutely dedicated to her work—and to the fostering of an artist’s community in the Valley. She supported the art shows, attended the openings and was
an enthusiastic ‘regular’ at our monthly artists film night (she once told me that she
regarded the film series as a “master class” on the arts).
Connie participated in an uncountable number of solo and group shows at the Center
over the years. She also exhibited at Dominican College, Marin Art Festival, the Dance
Palace, William Sawyer Gallery and John F. Kennedy University among other venues.
Her work is in the permanent collections of the Achenbach Foundation for Graphic
Arts, Palace of the Legion of Honor in San Francisco, Hastings College of the Law and
the Oakland Museum.
Over the many years she taught in formal settings such as the University of Colorado
and California Institute of Integral Studies as well as from her home studio.
Connie authored three books: Spirit of Drawing, Spirit of Color and The Healing
Spirit of Drawing and Color.
That recurring word–spirit—seems most appropriate. Connie will be missed.
++++++
This August we celebrated the 9th annual Photographer’s Group Show—of course
online. I hope you took a look at the work. Thanks to all who participated and a special thanks to Rebecca Teague for posting the work.
Coming in October a very special online group show- ‘In Place’. This show, curated
by Anne Faught, will serve as a sort of sequel, a loose variation, to last year’s ‘Where
We Call Home’. ‘In Place’ begins October 15 and runs until November 15th. Look for
updates by way of the Center’s website, weekly emails and social media.
Stay Healthy

Aneice Russey Taylor
Aneice Russey Taylor, who was loved and admired by so many, passed away peacefully
in her home in Woodacre on June 16, 2020 from complications of breast cancer. She
was 75 years old. After a natural disaster left her a quadriplegic in 1982, she founded
the organization InSpirit to help support herself and other quadriplegics in Marin
County. Her life and work have been an inspiration to many, and she personified kindness, grace, and perseverance. Aneice was born in Fort Worth, Texas on October 22,
1944 to a loving family. Her parents, who preceded her in death, were mother Mary
Helen (Barnard) Shaw, stepfather Lewis Shaw, father Clyde Russey and stepmother
Alma-Dean Russey. Her sister M. Gayle Walker, brother C. Keith Russey, brother-inlaw Harris Walker, and former husband D. Gage Taylor also passed on before her, but
she is survived by sister-in-law Linda Russey. Aneice's children are son Lincoln Taylor
and his wife Pollyanna Taylor, daughter Deva Wheeler and her husband F. Jeremy
Wheeler. Her grandchildren are Dustin Parker, Carly Taylor, Darren Taylor, Maple
Wheeler and F. Cassidy Wheeler. Winter Geremia is her great-granddaughter. Her
nieces and nephews are Van Walker, Robin Russey, Holly Russey, Deborah Walker
Vickers (deceased), Scott Forsgren and Robby Forsgren. She had many grand and
great-grand-nieces and nephews. Aneice also left behind many cherished friends. Due
to the pandemic, the family is not yet planning a memorial service. Any donations in
her honor can be made to InSpirit, which will be continuing its important work to
support quadriplegics. InSpirit's address is PO Box 383, Woodacre, CA 94973, www.
inspirit-marin.org.
This obituary is reprinted from the Marin Independent Journal. As we all know, Aneice
touched so many lives here in the San Geronimo Valley before her accident in 1982
and for the thirty eight years after the accident. The annual plant sale that supported In
Spirit every year in May was one of our finest Valley gatherings. Aneice was a recipient
of the Edie Robinson Community Service Award in 2015 and one of our most treasured community members. Her spirit will live within us for generations.
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Alphabet Soup

Poems from the Open Classroom & Middle School

Compliled by Martha Allen
Happy Moments
by Morgan Olsen

One of the most exciting moments of my life was my dance performance.
The crowd was screaming, I heard my mom yelling, “Yay!”
My heart was beating as I ran on stage.
The big auditorium was as dark as night.
The music started playing, and my heart was beating faster than ever.
And then, the music stopped. I found myself off the stage,
I was so proud of myself and thankful it was over!
Mix, Mix, Mix I was making chocolate chip cookies with my grandma,
Another very happy moment for me.
I was five years old and I was at my grandma's house in Denver, Colorado.
It was so fun my grandma said, “ Pour in the chocolate chips.” So I did,
I devoured about 20 of those delicious cookies with the melted and gooey chocolate chips.
I love spending time with my grandma
because she always fills me with joy and happiness
-- and cookies!

Ultimate Water Slide
by Ziggy Cohen

One hot summer day at Raging Waters with my friends Drake and Drew
we all went on a really scary water slide called BOMBS AWAY.
At the top of the tower, I was looking at my friends cheering me on.
With my hands drenched in sweat and water, I stepped into the capsule,
I was shaking with fear.
Through the glass, I saw the ride director turn the key and press the red button…
As she pressed it, a voice blasted, “3…2...1… BOMBS AWAY!”
The floor beneath me flipped and I plunged into the dark black tube.
My stomach dropped as I winded through the tube. As I landed, I was terrified.
The ride felt five seconds but it was fifteen.
As I stepped out, my friends congratulated me.
“Way to go Ziggy,” Drew yelled.
As I got out they all said, “Let’s go again!”
But I said, “One run is enough.”
Even though I was terrified it was super exciting!

Reflections
by Suzanne Sadowsky
“O wad some Power the giftie gie us, to see oursels as ithers see us!"
These immortal words by the beloved 18th-century Scottish poet
Robert Burns take on a new meaning in the time of Zoom. Burns, the
son of a tenant farmer, died when he was only 37 years old and is considered the national poet
of Scotland. Among his most famous works is the immortal “Auld Lang Syne,” the song we
sing at New Year’s. It reminds not to forget “auld acquaintance” and “take a cup of kindness,
yet.” He tells us to remember our past and our friends and to think today with kindness.
Today, we are at a tipping point. We’ve had others before, for sure. But somehow, this one
feels different and I hope I am right that it feels stronger. If we have courage and fortitude, it
may last longer than previous attempts to achieve permanent social justice. Unlike the curve
of Covid-19, which we hope will soon begin a downward trajectory, I hope the trajectory of
the Black Lives Matter movement will continue its ascendency to November, January 2021
and beyond so we can sustain a shift in the social and economic policies that have led to the
moral crisis we are experiencing. Let’s for Auld Lang Syne’s sake promote laws, elected officials
and judges who will take us back toward the vision of our founding parents who framed a
Constitution, a Constitution that intended to provide liberty and justice for all. Of course,
“all” at that time needed some improvements.
Why am I hopeful? Because today’s civil rights movement is intersectional. It’s not just a movement of African Americans, it is a movement of people of all races, sexes, ages, nationalities,
genders—all of the protected classes and those of us who are not counted as needing protection or reparations. It’s taking place in cities all over the country and in nations and cities in
other parts of the world. It is different because, unlike previous movements, this revolution
is being televised. It isn’t just Black people in this country who are justifiably screaming, it is
more universal. It is people of goodwill all over.
Bob Marley sang in the ’60s, and ‘70s “Don’t worry about a thing, every little thing is gonna’
be alright.” As much as I love him and reggae, he was way too optimistic. Like many of us
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The Play

by Alessa Schujman
Last year I was in the play “Giants In The Sky”
in the Point Reyes Dance Palace.
My favorite part was when I said,
“Make sure not to sit on any yellow clouds.”
Then I heard everyone laugh.
Next, my friend Willow said,
“Yuck! I sat on a wet cloud! Oh wait, it’s just a rain cloud!”
It was so funny. My mom was so proud she bought me a treat.

Noodle Stir Fry

by Zane Edwards
I can remember the small of noodle stir fry
I love the smell of teriyaki and noodles
With a vegetable topping,
The noodles were creamy and delicious
I really want to have them for dinner again
I remember eating them with my family
I like the feeling of the slick noodle
Going into my mouth with a smile
Of happiness inside.
That’s really all I remember
About noodle stir fry!

The Gift
by Safa Al-Jamal
Love is a gift that everyone has
In every world and every country
and every continent there’s love.
You get love from a smile of a face
Or you give love to someone
and you get more back.

Your Museum of Yourself
by Bridget Goodwin

In your museum of your self
There are bushes of blueberries
Growing from the ceiling
Dropping their plump fruit into hands of people
A room full of stuffies that you can cuddle with whenever you need
There are trees with fig bars growing on them lining the halls
Your museum of yourself invites people to be themselves
Your museum of yourself has a room full of bean bags
Where you can listen to Critical Role and Nancy Drew audiobooks
Your museum of yourself has a library full of graphic novels
Each one someone else's story coming together to make yours.
Your museum of yourself will always be you
and bring happiness wherever you go

who lived through the women’s movement, the civil rights movement, Stonewall, and the
Delano grape strike in the second half of the 20th century, we came to believe that permanent,
sustainable progress had been made. We became complacent; we stopped paying attention.
Not unlike Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, we fell asleep. And we are finally getting awakened, en masse. The question is how do we stay woke?
Social media has given us new tools. Cell phone cameras are recording police misconduct but
also peaceful demonstrations. The president is a T.V. personality and Twitter addict, but the
rest of us have SnapChat, Instagram, YouTube, Reddit, Facebook and, now, Zoom. We have
the power to connect and form coalitions, to exchange comment and to argue. People who
have been hesitant to talk politics have found online forums a more acceptable and perhaps
less threatening way to express themselves. White people are discovering, perhaps for the first
time, the privilege they have taken for granted.
We are all learning more about structural racism in our own towns that prevented people of
color from owning homes or joining local swim clubs. We have the documents, property deeds
and personal stories, and truthful narratives about our historical legacy, about who we were
and who we are. Now that the truth is out, it’s up to us to forge the paths to move forward,
toward who we want to become as democracy, toward a more perfect union. If we want to
make America great again, let’s listen again to Woody Guthrie sing “This land is your land,
this land is my land” and Frank Sinatra sing “What is America to Me?”
One of the most interesting things about tools like Facebook is that we now have the ability
to find out who our real friends are, locally and across the great divide. The electronic age has
also offered us the opportunity to see our own reflections. We have the power that Robbie
Burns hoped for—to see ourselves as others see us. In a Zoom meeting, others see us in our
non-work clothes in living rooms or kitchens or decks. We see everyone’s faces close up and at
the same time our own facial expressions and body language. As I see my own reflection, I see
more fully how I am perceived by others. I have an opportunity to learn to be as accepting and
noncritical of myself and all the others in the room.
An amazing teacher in our school district, Katherine Sanford, had each of her graduating
eighth-grade students present a Ted talk as a final project. She asked something of the audience, the parents and grandparents listening via Zoom. Katherine asked us older generations to
really listen, to hear what our children are telling us, to what they would like us to hear. I am
so grateful we have teachers we have. May their teachings sustain our valley and beyond.

Wilderness Calls

Deeper Green
Living

by Paul Berensmeier
"Adventure!"
Bear Valley . . . Divide Meadow . . . Giant Eucalyptus . . . Sculpture
Beach! “It’s low tide!” We follow a high-walled passage into the cliff.
Two deer watch on a high ledge. The passage leads to a hidden beach!
Waves crash . . . surf glides . . . small rocks sing. “Oh, I need this,” she says.
The Key Hole! Three feet of ocean rises in the narrow passageway. Should we? Is the tide coming in? Will we be marooned? She opens her eyes wide, “You know how to beat boredom?
Adventure!” She plunges into the surf and disappears into the hole before a big wave engulfs
the passageway. I wait for the wave to recede, and then dash through wild-eyed.
It’s different now. There’s a sense of pristine nature . . . a lost world . . . a lost part of us.
Suddenly a giant bird seemingly emerges right out of the sand in front of us. Huge wingspan .
. . white tail . . . brilliant white head . . .
“It’s a bald eagle!” It elegantly alights atop a tall rock tower. We sneak closer. It launches
into the air, gives a piercing cry above our heads, and disappears over the tall sea cliff. We
stare spellbound. “Look at that cave!” A strange illuminated cave appears to eye us where the
great bird disappeared! “How can light be emanating from within?” Approach cautiously . . .
respectfully. We tiptoe inside . . . emerging into a bright round chamber. Look up . . . huge
hole in the ceiling . . . brilliant blue sky . . . hanging above like a giant emerald jewel.
There is a subtle shift. The sound of the small beach stones swishing in the surf is more
audible. The giant raven walks more dignified, with purpose, past us. The animals are now in
couples like us . . . the two ravens walking next to the ocean together . . . the buck and doe
side by side on the cliff. The deer, my spirit animal, lead us to discover a secret escape route
up the cliff so we don’t have to go back through The Key Hole with the rising tide.
We completely luxuriate in this magical moment . . . this magical place . . . feeling wonderful
about being cut off from civilization . . .
“Adventure!” Sometimes it is very important to follow that call.

Dirt First
by Will McQuilkin

I was listening to a podcast this morning that featured Larisa Jacobson,
Co-Director and Partnerships Director at Soulfire Farms, a regenerative farm based in upstate New York. She spoke about many things of
interest to any farmer-gardner, but one phrase stood out in my mind.
She said that the Soulfire farmers are, “Mediators between the soil and sky.” Isn’t that wonderful? Mediators between the soil and sky — farmers honoring and stewarding the relationship
between two worlds that (for the most part) we cannot see.
Those two kindoms (to borrow a phrase from master-farmer, Wendy Johnson), the soil and
the sky, are connected in important and substantive ways. For instance, carbon naturally
exists in soil, but when soil is exposed to the air, the carbon volatilizes and enters the atmosphere. Similarly, nitrogen exists mostly in the air, but is a necessary component of healthy
soils. It takes mediators (farmers, animals, plants, insects, etc.) to steward the relationship
between those two kindoms.
Farmers over at Soulfire manage these relationships through a combination of ancestral, afroindigenous techniques like cover cropping, composting, and no-till agriculture. Jacobson
noted that these practices increase topsoil depth, sequester soil carbon, and increase biodiversity. By managing the land through these regenerative ancestral approaches, Soulfire Farms
(and many other black led farms like it) are showing people how to live in right-relationship
with the soil and sky.
This is important work. It is also important to acknowledge that these ideas — cover cropping, building topsoil, etc. — come in large part from indigenous cultures, from the mind’s
of black and brown folks. George Washington Carver was among the first to encourage
American farmers to plant cover crops of legumes to enrich soil. The hoe — arguably the
most important hand tool on the farm — originated in Africa. “Milpa” — a polyculture typically consisting of squash, beans and corn — came from Mohican farmers who wisely planted
many food-crops together, rather than as a mono-culture (that was a white guy’s idea… I
dunno if it was Earl Buttz, but it’s got his stink on it). These regenerative techniques are often
considered “organic,” semi-newfangled approaches to farming, yet they are hundreds, and in
some cases, thousands of years old, and they came from black and brown farmers.
The point is, BIPOC farmers have been farming successfully, and regeneratively for years
beyond count. It has taken only a couple hundred years of industrial agriculture, led by white
folks, to bring the planet to the point where it literally cannot take any more.
I urge anyone reading this to listen to the BIPOC farmers in your life, and if there aren’t any,
seek them out. There is a wealth of knowledge we should all be paying more attention to.

by Debra Amerson
Here we are, more than half way through 2020 witnessing the entire world forever
changed by Covid 19, the worst public health crisis of our lifetime. Cases are spiking
around the world and no area is untouched by this pandemic including in our bucolic
slice of west Marin County, and it's up to us to keep SGV as safe as possible for all of our
residents.
Safer Hiking
Our beautiful valley has been discovered by urban dwellers in search of outdoor space to
roam freely without close interactions with others. That’s precisely why we choose to live
here! One risky by-product of the influx of non-locals has shown up on single track hiking trails which have been inundated with maskless tourists who want to pass too closely.
The only way to get out of the way often involves stepping off the trail where we are often
susceptible to Poison Oak, tick infested shrubbery and unlevel ground. Remember, if you
hike or bike single track trails, please, please, please wear a mask...and announce your
arrival in advance when you approach others from behind, giving them time to adjust and
create safe physical distance.
Mental Health Matters
Healthcare providers and other essential workers worldwide are risking their own lives
keeping fragile societies open for business. Parents and teachers are now being forced to
choose whether to send their kids to school and risk the health and safety of their family-or to try to homeschool their kids AND work from home OR go into a workplace if
they still have a job. Families are losing loved ones, couples are filing for divorce, Opioid
overdoses are climbing, teenagers are suffering from depression, our parents and elders
are living out their final years isolated and lonely and suicides are on the rise. We fear of
getting Covid ourselves, the financial stresses are enormous, we all face fire danger, power
outages, many fear eviction, and others don’t have enough food… People worldwide and
right here in our beautiful valley are really hurting. Crisis heightens anxiety, depression,
addiction and sleeplessness and when our bodies constantly run on adrenaline and we
hold more fear, trauma, anger, insecurity, disappointment, desperation and frustration
then our own interior landscapes suffer on many levels. Where do we turn for support?
Help is a phone call, email, text away!
• Marin County Health & Human Services “offices provide services over the phone or
email Please call ahead if you have an appointment or require in-person assistance.”
• Adult Protective Services: (415) 473-2774.
• Skilled Nursing/Assisted Living Ombudsman: (415) 473-7446.
• Child Protective Services: (415) 473-7153.
• Public Assistance Call Center (Medi-Cal, CalFresh, CalWorks): 1 (877) 410-8817, or
visit c4yourself.com
• General Relief: (415) 473-3450.
• Behavioral Health and Recovery Services Access Line: 1 (888) 818-1115.
• For information on resources and services specifically for older adults (persons 60+),
persons with disabilities and family caregivers, call (415) 473-INFO (415) 473-4636
or email 473-INFO@marincounty.org
• HHS created a phone hotline, (415) 473-7191 (CRS 711), and an online contact
form, for residents to contact staff with questions or concerns about the virus and
about the county and community response. The call center is open from 9:30 a.m. to
noon and 1 to 5 p.m. weekdays, and interpreter services are available.
• Dial 711 for CA Relay Service
Self Care Practices
When I’m not out working, I’m out walking my dogs, gardening, clearing out clutter, fixing broken stuff, taking classes online including Spirit Rock, cooking healthy meals, starting long overdo back burner projects, talking with friends and family to ensure we remain
connected. For deep relaxation and self care, I listen to Hypnosis Downloads, mp3’s created by licenced therapists from the UK who speak with delightful British accents. A typical
30-45 min hypnosis session offers deep relaxation and serenity plus, there are hundreds
of titles to choose from, with something for everyone. The mp3’s cost around $14 each
and I often listen to the same title multiple times and usually fall asleep while absorbing
the speaker's wisdom. I emerge from these short hypnosis sessions a way better version
of myself… grounded, recharged and blissed out. If hypnosis sounds like something you
might enjoy during these trying times.. visit www.hypnosisdownloads.com and treat your
interior landscape to the care and maintenance it so rightly deserves. Stay safe SGV!
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Community Organization Updates
The organizations on pages 14 and 15 are community based groups or groups who serve the San Geronimo Valley and Nicasio communities. Many of these organizations attend
Healthy Community Collaborative meetings which generally take place on the second Wednesday of each month from 3:30 pm to 5:00 pm. San Geronimo Valley and Nicasio organizations are invited to submit a short update on their work, as well as a photo. Each organization is responsible for the content and accuracy of their submission. The Community Center
does not exercise editorial control of these submissions. If your organization is interested in submitting an update please email druss@sgvcc.org

SGV Stewards

Salmon Protection & Watershed Network (SPAWN)

Fire Safety: We are approaching the windy season of high temperatures. Trim your brush and
landscaping, hardscape your home, and stock up on supplies for power outages. You can find
guidance at www.firesafetymarin.org/preparedness.

SPAWN Purchases Four-Acre Property on San Geronimo Creek for Salmon Protection

New Stream Map: The County is preparing a new Lidar map of San Geronimo, to more
accurately outline our streams and land contours. Stewards requested County staff to post in
its website a search tool, so each family can locate their property and determine whether it is
within the Stream Conservation Area. The map should be available to the public in early 2021.
New Stream Ordinance: County staff is drafting a new stream ordinance that would apply to
only San Geronimo Valley. SG Valley Stewards and other groups would have opportunities to
confer and comment. There will be public community meetings, possibly online because of
Covid restrictions.
Our Mission: SG Valley Stewards seeks to protect and maintain our existing Valley homes. We
are not developers. We will request a stream ordinance that allows low cost solutions for home
repairs, small home improvements, affordable housing accessory units, and fire protection.
Visit www.sgvstewards.com

San Geronimo Valley Lions
While going through old notes we happened upon a great gem: a note from our departed long
time SGV Lion Susan Swan to our youngest daughter that says it all so sweetly.
Besides helping to inspire Erica (tallest girl in the rear right) to go on study community activism, Susan’s thoughtful words and tireless voluntarism helped feed our children with the spirit
and inspiration to lead in a challenging world. So much of a community is simply taking the
time to be kind. 													— Sean Vogt

SPAWN recently acquired a four-acre property along San Geronimo and Arroyo Creeks to
protect critically endangered coho salmon in Forest Knolls. The property includes about onethird mile of streamside habitat along both of these coho-bearing streams.
The acquisition provides the opportunity to permanently protect and improve riparian and
in-stream habitat by removing unpermitted structures, cleaning up and removing car parts and
other metal debris in coho spawning reaches; stabilizing banks; creating floodplain habitat and
placing large woody debris in the creek.
The purchase and future restoration will promote the long-term survival of coho salmon and
improve water quality for humans and wildlife alike.
Join SPAWN restoration and native plant volunteer opportunities. Visit Seaturtles.org/takeaction/volunteer/ or call (415) 663-8590 or email Audrey Fusco at audrey@tirn.net.

San Geronimo Community Presbyterian Church
The big news at the church is the installation of a walk-in cooler! With the pandemic, the
Honor Pantry had to pivot toward offering a twice-weekly drive-through pantry. We serve
many of the same clients who frequented the pantry pre-COVID, and many who had never
come before this crisis. The same dedicated directors, Margaret Krauss and Kelly Hunt-Miceli,
have enabled ever more food deliveries and fresh produce to stock our shelves, bags and now
our cooler! Most of our longtime volunteers are still helping on a regular basis. Many thanks,
community and church donors, for funding the cooler!
And of course, worship services had to pivot as well: we offer a Zoom service at 11 am every
Sunday, with creative music and broader participation than ever! All are welcome! Just contact
Pastor Kate for the link by Saturday: 707-291-5897, or sgpastor@att.net.

Dear Erica,
Thank you so much for all your hard work at the Lions Club Crab Feed… you were awesome!
I hope you will want to do it again next year. A community like ours really depends upon its
young people to keep it vibrant and healthy, so keep up the good work you are doing with
community service and we will all be the better for it.
															Sincerely, Susan Swan

The River Otter Ecology Project
River Otter Ecology Project has extended the deadline for our Art, Photography, and Poetry
Contest and Benefit. We’re asking for your creative best on the theme of WATER, one of our
most precious resources. We have super professional judges, prizes, and the winners and finalists will be featured on our website! Entry fees are $15 for adults, and on a sliding scale for
children and young people. Check it out at www.riverotterecgy.org! Entries due by October 1.

Gan HaLev
Gan Halev, the Jewish Community in San Geronimo Valley, is vibrant and active. Since the
Pandemic, we continue to have Shabbat gatherings every week via Zoom. All can join. We are
planning High Holidays as Zoom gatherings, with music, speakers and prayer. High Holidays
begin on Friday, September 18.
As one of many organizations in San Geronimo, we continue to support Black Lives Matter
and encourage all to vote and complete the 2020 Census.
We look forward to being a presence in our Valley for a long time to come.
For more information about High Holidays or Gan HaLev, call 415.488.4524 or email,
shalom@ganhalev.org; and visit our website www.ganhalev.org
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New walk-in cooler with Honor Pantry directors and volunteers

San Geronimo Valley Planning Group
“Protecting our rural character and natural resources”
Undeterred by the pandemic, the Planning Group is meeting remotely by Internet. We are
hoping to hold an online membership meeting in September. Watch your inbox.
We are staying on top of many Valley issues, including:
• Proposed parking restrictions on Lagunitas School Rd and Nicasio Valley Rd.
• Working to remove the barrel out of the public roadway in Woodacre, the subject of a
quiet title lawsuit.
• Improving Internet access to the Valley for increased streaming speeds.
• Staying up to date on progress to provide backup power to cell towers during the PG&E
power shutoffs.
• Working with the County as they develop their new Streamside Conservation Area ordinance (SCA).
Please join us! We are the only Valley environmental group that meets monthly and produces
a newsletter. Stay informed about issues that affect our communities. For more information
-- www.sgvpg.org

San Geronimo Valley Emergency Fund

San Geronimo Childcare Center

The San Geronimo Valley Emergency Fund has been serving our community since 2001. We
are dedicated to providing financial help to qualifying applicants who are experiencing hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. Our board decides awards on a case by case basis. We
are here to serve the four villages of the San Geronimo Valley.

The San Geronimo Childcare Center successfully opened for Summer Sessions on June 15th,
running four sessions of 3-weeks each, following the Covid-19 and State licensing protocols of
stable groups, sanitizing and maximizing outdoor activities. Children were happy to be back with
teachers and friends, engaging in much water play, bubbles, mud kitchen creations, outdoor picnic lunches (all food brought from home), art, construction projects and story times. The photo
shows two preschool children creating a wild ride on the heirloom fire truck, used by
generations of Valley children! The Childcare Center expects to continue these protocols and format beginning in September, with stable groups in each of the rooms – Toddler and Preschool.

Over the years we have averaged $12,000 annually in grants to residents of our community.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic we have to cancel our yearly fundraiser "Jazz on the Lawn"!
But, the need for grants is bigger than ever. We need donations so that we can continue to
help our neighbors who are experiencing hardship during these hard times. Thank you for
your past consideration and generosity.

Wilderness Way

An Environmental Education organization
By Paul Berensmeier
Like everyone else we are doing our best to adapt to the impact of the coronavirus.
Current activity:
• The Lagunitas School Dist. and SPAWN received a grant to restore Larsen Creek, a
coho spawning tributary that flows next to the old Environmental Ed Center and playground. The project requires demolishing the old Env. Ed Center and playground area.
Consequently, the school, SPAWN, the Planning Group and Wilderness Way had to
remove items that had been stored there for safekeeping. A big job.
• WW library expansion – WW received a significant grant to finish completion of a
unique library that was put on hold due to health issues several years ago. We are currently reviewing county library mask and social distancing protocols that might be applicable
to our situation and allow us to make it available to the school and community.
• WW building – We have been doing maintenance and repair that has been long overdue.

Rotary Club of West Marin
Around the world, there are at least 1,200,000 members in 32,000 clubs in more than 200
countries and geographical areas. Rotary is extraordinary in its service to the world. Each club
is autonomous, non-governmental, non-political and non-religious. Rotarians enjoy fun and
fellowship. The Rotary Foundation's Ambassadorial Scholarships program is the world's largest
privately funded international scholarship program. Exchanges promote cultural understanding by fostering the free flow of ideas and opportunities across borders. Rotary clubs around
the world address critical issues including poverty, hunger, need for water, illiteracy, burns of
children (Rotoplast), health clinics (Rotacare) and peace are just some of the global pursuits.
Rotary is only limited by the imagination of those wishing to make a difference.

Marin County Parks
Repairing School Trail
Hiking or biking to school each day, a child journeys farther than the distance
from door to door. It encourages the habit of physical fitness. And it’s an intellectual and emotional journey that helps kids gain confidence and independence, as they learn to look out for themselves and one another. That’s why
elders often hand down stories about walking to school, sharing experiences about resilience
and growing up.

In Rotary, there is a Four-Way Test of the things we think, say or do.
1. Is it the TRUTH?
2. Is it FAIR to all concerned?
3. Will it build GOOD WILL and BETTER FRIENDSHIPS?
4. Will it be BENEFICIAL to all concerned?
During the pandemic, we have Zoom meetings every Wednesday morning until we can safely
meet again in person. www.rotaryclubwestmarin.com; mc@michelleclein.com

San Geronimo Valley Affordable Housing Assoc.
Want to help create and preserve affordable housing in the Valley?
The San Geronimo Affordable Housing Association is looking for a new Board member to
serve as SGVAHA's Treasurer and Chief Financial Officer!
If you’re fluent in financial concepts and want to volunteer your time to a meaningful cause,
give us a call at 415.488.4890. Visit SGVAHA.org/treasurer-position for more info.
Not a finance guru but want to make a difference? Join our Board! This is a critical and exciting time for affordable housing in our community. Visit SGVAHA.org/board-application or
call 415.488.4890.
Our vision is a culturally diverse and vibrant San Geronimo Valley community that retains its
unique, rural and natural qualities while offering housing opportunities for people of all income
levels and walks of life.

West Marin Senior Services
Doing what we have done for over 40 years, does not change when we are faced with a community health crisis.
It just means doing more for our most vulnerable seniors.
•
•
•
•
•

Telephone Check-in’s with WMSS Care Managers, a Nursing Student, or Friendly Visitor.
Home Delivered Meals right to your door
Information & Referrals
Assistance with shopping & errands
Durable Medical Equipment Loans

Volunteers are the lifeline of our organization.
If you would like to volunteer please contact: amena@wmss.org or 415-663-8148 x104
www.wmss.org

To make this rite of passage safer for kids, Marin County Parks and the West Marin community joined together to support upgrading School Trail near French Ranch Preserve. Running
parallel to busy Sir Frances Drake Boulevard, School Trail is a common access route for the
young students of San Geronimo Valley Elementary School. Located towards the base of a hillside along the valley bottom of San Geronimo Creek, School Trail could become impassably
muddy in winter.
Residents and community organizations, including a local chapter of Safe
Routes to School, expressed concern
to Marin County Parks about potentially unsafe rainy season conditions.
After site assessments and community
conversations, Parks moved forward
on resurfacing the trail and improving drainage. The work was funded by
Parks Measure A, fulfilling the promise
of “taking care of what we have.”
As the work on this project wraps up
in the summer of 2020, it remains
uncertain how the COVID-19 pandemic will continue to affect schools
and other aspects of daily life. But as
the community weathers this sustained
public health crisis, safe access to Marin
open space trails that offer peace and
rejuvenation in nature is something to
be treasured more than ever. And when
the pandemic subsides, School Trail
will be ready to welcome students back.
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Movie Muse
by Peter Oppenheimer
Way back in January 2020, before Shelter-in-Place, there was an actual
in-person Sundance Film Festival. Best U.S. Documentary was awarded
to The Fight (tagline: Goliath, Meet David). The Fight gives an up
close and behind the scenes look at the heroic work of the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) in defending, preserving, and in many cases, establishing
human rights. As of the release of this film, The ACLU had brought162 lawsuits against the
Trump administration. The film focuses on four of them, in the areas of Immigrant Rights,
Reproductive Rights, LGBTQ Rights and Voting Rights.
Behind the opening credits, Donald Trump is getting sworn in, and we hear his pledge, “I
swear to preserve, protect and defend the constitution of the United States of America,” when,
as we will see, it is rather the ACLU who will do these things to stop Trump’s many attempts
to ignore that very constitution.
From the inauguration, the
scene flips immediately to a
boisterous crowd of thousands
of people outside an airport,
chanting, “Immigrants in.
Donald Trump out.” We hear
a TV anchor announcing,
“President Trump has banned
entry to our country for anyone from 7 Muslim majority countries. Protests erupt
nationwide.”

The four main cases
are woven back and
forth as each proceeds
towards its climatic
ruling. Along the way
there are a few rousing
victories and crushing defeats. As these
lawsuits unfold, we get
to know the lawyers in
scenes showing them
doing research, on their
phones, traveling on
a variety of modes of
transportation, interviewing clients, in pre-trial mock courtroom practice sessions, and during
the occasional rare chance to be with their families.
We get a humorous tour of the bustling ACLU national headquarters in NYC, where there are
whole rooms devoted to such things as “Women’s Rights,” “Speech, Privacy and Technology”
and “The Intern Den.” Our guide quips “There are probably a lot more tattoos and piercings
here than there are of at the Department of Justice (their frequent adversary).

Next we meet the ACLU lawyer, who is agonizing over choice of ties to wear into court, the
morning after the ban went into effect, where he will ask a judge to implement a stay of the
executive order. The ACLU wins, and the ban is temporarily halted, setting up a bigger fight
on the horizon. We see dozens of the hundred plus people who had been detained at that airport overnight, being reunited with anxiously awaiting friends and family.
In the first of the four cases, a 17-year-old girl without papers was picked up outside her house
near the border and locked up in a detention center. While inside, they discover she is pregnant. As she has planned to complete her studies and find a job, she decides to have an abortion. The Office of Refugee Resettlement will not allow this. Instead they placed her under 24
hour surveillance, even while in the bathroom.
The second case revolves around the issue of family separation, focusing particularly on one
case of a 7 year old boy with special needs, being pried away from his mother to be detained in
some unspecified center away from the one in which his mother is to remain.
The Third case stems from the Commander in Chief (Trump) declaring in a tweet that henceforth anyone who is transgender will no longer be allowed to serve in the military. It is estimated that 2,500 such people already do so, one of whom becomes a client of the ACLU, to
contest the constitutionality of that executive order.
The Voting Rights case we follow revolves around the citizenship question the Trump
Administration wants to add to the Census form, which has the potential to drastically reduce the
representation and services which whole classes of often tax-paying people are otherwise granted.

Tonight’s Sky

Although we see these lawsuits through to their conclusion, we find that decisions, which may
seem final, are often merely battles in a larger war. This is brought home at the end The Fight
by the on-screen coda which one by one reports the following:
In 2019 nine states passed laws banning abortion.
In 2019 Trump urged the Supreme Court that anti-discrimination laws should not apply to
LGBTQ people.
1300 children remain separated from their parents.
It seems the ACLU’s work is far from done. As is ours.

(Sept-Nov)

by Rich Lohman
Over the next few months the highlights of the sky will be in the southern sky, as is often the
case. As a reminder to many of you, because of our location in the northern hemisphere we
see the Sun, the Moon and all of the planets in the southern sky. They appear approximately
along an imaginary line called the “ecliptic”, which is defined by the Sun’s path over the course
of one year. The height of the ecliptic is determined by the seasons and by the tilt of our planet.
During the summer months which we are just ending, we view the planets and the moon quite
low in the sky. The reverse is true during the winter months. That may seem contradictory,
knowing that the Sun is very high during the summer months. Keep in mind that the summer
night sky is where the Sun was 6 months earlier (during winter daytime).
So the highlights. The planets Jupiter and Saturn will hold our attention well into November
this year. You’ll easily find them a bit after sunset. Look south in September and toward
the southwest in October and November. They’ll be setting in the west toward the end of
November. Jupiter will be the brightest with a dimmer Saturn slightly to its left. Toward the end
of September, if you watch on a regular basis, you’ll notice the two planets getting closer together as they move in their respective orbits. In December the space between them will be almost
immeasurable as they set at twilight. A small telescope will allow you to see the 4 tiny moons of
Jupiter and the rings of Saturn. Even binoculars, if held against a pole or side of a building for
steadying, can bring in the moons and the rings.
While you are looking towards these two planets, take a look at the dimmer background stars.
Just to the right of Jupiter you will find the “teapot” of the constellation Sagittarius. Handle
to the upper left. Spout to the lower right. If you have a nice dark sky, you’ll be able to see the
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At one point several of the featured lawyers are sitting together and listening to the hate voicemail messages they regularly receive from racists, homophobes, misogynists and xenophobes.
Another wink from the filmmakers comes with a cameo appearance of Brett Kavanaugh (pre
supreme court nomination) as, from a lower court, he rules against the right to abortion.

“steam” coming from the spout of the teapot. That steam is the very dense starry region of the
Milky Way which extends upward toward the top of the sky. The actual center of our Milky
Way lies just above the teapot spout. For an additional treat, scan the “steam” with your binoculars to see the myriad of stars, star clusters and nebulae (gas and dust clouds) within the “milky
stream”.
For more info or questions, email me at richneal@pacbell.net.

San Geronimo
Valley Historical
Society
Announcements
With the COVID-related rules in place around public gatherings, we
are focusing on collecting oral histories instead of hosting events. We
are actively seeking long-time Valley residents to interview, or people
who may have moved away from the Valley but have deep roots here.
If you know of anyone who might like to share their Valley knowledge, please get in touch. As a separate but connected project, we are
also interviewing Coast Miwok individuals around California with
ancestral roots in Marin. We are planning one online winter event on
the early colonial history of the Valley - some Coast Miwok history
and the Spanish mission period through the 1860s - with the date
TBD. This issue’s Time Capsule comes from Jean Berensmeier, who
has written about a soon to be removed building on the Lagunitas
School District campus. Wishing everyone the best during this difficult time.

Owen Clapp
sgvhistoricalsociety@gmail.com
owenclapp@gmail.com

Time Capsule
by Jean Berensmeier
This building, marked Environmental Education Center (EEC),
with Wilderness Way instructor Paul Berensmeier seen saying a fond "goodby," was originally the school library and was
built in the 1920's on the edge of Larsen Creek. Over the past,
almost 100 years, it was used as a paint/wood storage shed and
woodworking classroom for Community Alliance. At the turn of
the century the school's Facilities Committee and school board
approved it for community use. An appendage was added to
store playground equipment. It became the EEC and served as a
meeting space for Wilderness Way classes, a gathering place for
SPAWN's creek tours and Planning Group Committee meetings.
The last several years these three groups, the Community Center,
and the school used it for dead storage. Last year, the school
and SPAWN formed a partnership and successfully applied for
a creek restoration grant. Before the end of the year, expect the
playground (gone at this writing) and this building to be only a
memory. Coho salmon and steelhead trout will joyfully return to
their natal stream to spawn minus sand, soil and invasive plants
drifting into and harming their habitat.

Wildfire in the Valley
Your Valley-wide Action Plan During CoVID-19
by Vicki Chase, Disaster Coordinator for the San Geronimo
Valley and Co-Chair, VERG
Adding a wildfire to our already challenged lives with Covid-19 seems overwhelming. The good news is
that VERG (San Geronimo Valley Emergency Readiness Group), the San Geronimo Valley Community
Center, Lagunitas School District and TPL (The Trust for Public Lands), have developed a Valley-wide
plan in coordination with the Marin County Fire Department to address this issue.
According to the Federal Emergency Management Agency, the Centers for Disease Control, California
State Department of Health, Marin County Health and Human Services and the American Red Cross,
“congregate” evacuation centers and/or mass shelters are not safe during the pandemic and will only be
utilized as a last resort.
We all need to adjust our evacuation and emergency preparedness plans to include Covid-19 guidelines.
Prevention and preparation are our keys to success. The article in this issue by Battalion Chief Christie
Neill, of our Marin County Fire Department, has excellent actions you can take to be ahead of the game.
“Lessons Learned” from recent fires north of Marin, show that people who are prepared and have practiced
their disaster plans; respond, survive and recover better than those who have not.
Sadly, even with the best preparation, disasters do happen. What should I do? is a question I get asked alot.
Most important is to follow any directions put out through Alerts- like Nixle or AlertMarin. If for some
reason you do not receive an alert you may hear the blaring of a siren in “hi/lo” mode. This is a message
that an immediate evacuation is warranted.
If alerted to evacuate, ideally, leave the Valley and head to family or friends, if possible to the East .
Prearrange this with them and be sure it would be ok to arrive in the middle of the night, unannounced
and possibly with pets. Commercial lodging in Marin is limited and will probably not be available as the
county will be using it to house mutual aid first responders. There are limited hotel/motel rooms for Red
Cross to provide safe sheltering.
What if I can’t leave the Valley? Our Valley-wide plan offers a Temporary Evacuation Point (TEP).
Depending on the location of the fire, it could be at the Lagunitas School and/or the Old Golf Course
parking lot. At the TEP, people would remain in their cars, be screened for Covid-19 symptoms and
assigned parking space until safe lodging can be identified for them. Once the Red Cross has found them
lodging, we will give instructions regarding their new sheltering option. VERG volunteers, San Geronimo
Valley Community Center staff and Lagunitas School staff are trained and organized to provide the TEP.
We will not be able to utilize spontaneous volunteers.
To effectively and efficiently evacuate, we all need to do our part. Here are basic steps you can take today:
1. Park with your vehicle ready to head down or out of your driveway so you won’t waste time turning
around or block others while doing so.
2. Keep your vehicle filled (or at least ½ full) and/or fully charged all the time.
3. Keep phones and computers fully charged
4. Keep “Go Bags” and emergency supplies in one place, ideally by the exit you will use when evacuating.
For more information, tips and resources go to the VERG website www.sgverg.org.

Chipper Event September 17, 2020
San Geronimo Valley
Woodacre, San Geronimo,
Forest Knolls, Lagunitas
Free Curbside pickup

Registration required at www.chipperday.com/marin
Registration window opens 14 days before event
Registration is first come first serve
What CAN go into the chipper?
•
•

Shrubs, brush, limbs, woody bushes, pampas grass, scotch broom, cypress, juniper.
Lay all vegetation the same way with the base of the branch or plant facing the street.

What WILL be taken but can't be put in the chipper?
•
•

Roots with rock/gravel/dirt - cut away from the rest of the plant, placed next to pile.
Palm fronds and bamboo - place next to pile.

What will NOT be taken for the safety of our crews?
•

Trash, poison oak, blackberry brambles, firewood, construction materials, lumber, regular yard waste,
leaves, lawn clippings.

Contact information: firewise@firesafemarin.org
This is a benefit of (MWPA) Marin Wildfire Prevention Authority and FIRESafe Marin to prepare for the
wildfire season, this free chipper event is not intended to remove all vegetation that residents wish or need
to remove. Any portion of a pile greater than 10x4x4 feet will be left behind and will become the resident’s responsibility to remove.
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Please RECYCLE
Stone Soup
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Graduating This Year Isn’t All Bad
by Lili Cusick
I think we can all agree, this year hasn't been what we were hoping it to be. There’s been a lot of disappointment for
everyone but especially the graduates of 2020. And I would know because I am a graduate of 2020. I am graduating
from Lagunitas Middle School, I went to Lagunitas my whole life. I have always looked forward to the day I could
walk down the black top that separates the Middle school from Montessori, and sing with my whole eighth grade
class as a goodbye to the place where most of us have gone to for nine years. But sadly that won’t happen, it will be
different but not entirely bad, sure it's not the typical tradition, but it's unique. I believe people who don’t see the
good when things are bad are just looking at the whole picture wrong, but it’s okay because I do see the good, and I
am going to share what I see.
Because of quarantine, it has definitely given people lots of time to think. I know I have been thinking a lot.
I have been wanting to improve myself and improve how productive I am with my time and days. Because of
the current shelter in place order, it has let me do this. When school was cancelled for the rest of the year, I
didn’t have structure to my days and I often found them all blending together. But I wanted to change that,
so I started to make schedules and to do lists. I started having a workout plan to stay active and I gave myself
time to get creative, make art, listen to music, dance, ect. Because I haven't been able to hangout with my
friends and I haven’t had that laughter in my life, I needed to fill that void. And the way I did, was by looking
for the little things in life, they make me think, they make me happy, and they make me productive. Me not
worrying about the bigger picture and stressing out about if I'll ever see my friends again or if quarantine will
ever end, I was able to focus on myself and give myself what I needed for this tough time. Even if doing that
was just by taking a minute to breath in the early morning air.
Staying at home has given me lots of time with my family that I wouldn’t normally have. I am the youngest by four
and five years to my two older sisters. One was in her freshman year of college before all of this happened and the
other was just finishing up senior year. After my second older sister leaves for college in the fall I will be the last kid
left in the family. And having this time at home with my family has given me a chance to finally bond with my sisters, that I wouldn’t have done before because we were all too caught up in our own lives to really acknowledge each
other, besides the little fights we would have. I think now is the age where us three understand each other. I, being
the youngest, always would feel like the third wheel because they were closer in age. But now that my oldest sister
was forced to come back home and live with us, it gave me the time with her I didn’t get before she left. And it's also
giving me the time I didn’t know I needed with my sister who is leaving later this year. I am at the age where they
don’t just see me as a little sister, they can see me for an individual and friend. If it weren’t for the shelter in place,
they would still see me as just the little sister, because I am in my own world and they share theirs. But now we all
share a world, even if the world we are living in is messed up, at least we are all in the same messed up reality.
As you can see graduating in this time isn’t all that bad it gives us time to pause and just look at where we are, what
we have done, and it gives us time to say goodbye to the ones we wouldn’t have before. When we weren’t in quarantine everything moved too fast, I mean it seems like just yesterday I was a kindergartener in Montessori scared to go
off the little structure and now I’m about to move onto the next chapter of my life. It’s crazy how time flies.

Woodacre Market Essay
by Sierra Cusick
Even when there was just a rumor that school might be shut down for two weeks, I was hoping it wouldn’t be
true because I didn’t want to miss those two weeks of my senior year. I told my friends who were hoping for
some time off that “every day at school counts since we are leaving soon”. But three months later I am getting
ready for my “drive-through” graduation and saying goodbye to my teachers of four years over Zoom.
In the beginning, it was hard to see the light in all the darkness of quarantine. I couldn’t spend time with my
friends, I couldn’t go to the store without a mask, I had to complete all my classes online, all the beaches were
closed, and it seemed to me like the whole country had just shut down. It was hard to accept that I was never
going back to Drake again.

Community Center Staff Directory
and Phone Extensions

Dave Cort, Executive Director . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .415-488-8888 ext. 224
dcort@sgvcc.org
Jack Sayers, Director of Operations. . . . . . . . . . . . 415-488-8888 ext. 251
jsayers@sgvcc.org
Nicole Ramirez, Director of Human Services and Youth Programs
nramirez@sgvcc.org. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 415-488-8888 ext. 254
Rebecca Teague, Development Coordinator. . . . . 415-488-8888 ext. 251
rteague@sgvcc.org
Larry Rippee, Visual Arts Coordinator/Events. . . . 415-488-8888 ext. 252
lrippee@sgvcc.org
Julie Young, Youth & Senior Programs. . . . . . . . . 415-488-4118 ext. 309
jyoung@sgvcc.org
Poko Giacomini, Human Services and Facilities Coordinator, Disaster
Preparedness Coordinator/MIDC Executive
pgiacomini@sgvcc.org . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 415-488-8888 ext. 250
Howie Cort, Gym/LOFT Coordinator . . . . . . . . . 415-488-4118 ext. 219
hcort@sgvcc.org
Buck Chavez, Family Advocate - Gym/LOFT. . . . 415-488-4118 ext. 218
gym@sgvcc.org
Amber Smith-Dulin, Family Advocate - Gym/LOFT
asmith-dulin@sgvcc.org. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 415-488-4118 ext. 218
Alexa Davidson, Young Adult Coordinator . . . . .. . . 415-488-4888 ext. 251
adavidson@sgvcc.org
Robin Hendrickson-Nelson, VAST Coordinator. 415-488-4118 ext. 506
vast@sgvcc.org
Zoila Berardi, Family Advocate - Gym/LOFT. . . . .415-488-4118 ext. 309
Sophie Davidson, Family Advocate - Gym/LOFT. . 415-488-4118 ext. 309
Alyssa Gleason, Family Advocate - Gym/LOFT . . . 415-488-4118 ext. 309
Lhasa Yudice, Family Advocate - Gym/LOFT . . . . .415-488-4118 ext. 309
The LOFT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 415-488-4118 ext. 218
Gym Office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 415-488-4118 ext. 219
“Zoila’s” Childcare Center . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 415-488-4118 ext. 309

On a clear day . . .
Looking for a local hiking trail to catch some incredible views after the
smoke clears? Check out the link below to find the info and map for our
Marin County Open Space - White Hill Preserve. White Hill Preserve links
Loma Alta Preserve with Cascade Canyon Preserve, and Gary Giacomini
Preserve. That’s a lot of trails and it’s close by! Don’t forget your face covering and to maintain your social distance. Happy Hiking!

But after all, there is some light. I know, after I mentioned all of the depressing parts of this pandemic, it is hard to
imagine what I could be thinking. But really, I have realized that it is not so bad. One of the first silver linings is that
I get to spend a ton (and I mean A TON) of time with my family before I move out for college. All the little fights
I have with my sisters that I wouldn’t have gotten to have really makes this situation sweet. But in all honesty, I am
really glad to be with my family because we are all helping each other through this together.
Another positive part about being a graduate during this time is how this year will go down in history and my
graduating class will be remembered for it. Not only are we the class that doesn’t get their last semester, but
we are the class of resilience and growth. From Trump’s election to protesting for gun control and women's
rights to this virus, we have experienced it all. And because of this, we, as students, are growing into this
world as activists. As men and women are being killed for the color of their skin, our generation is a part of
the change. The streets are filled with my classmates because we have been taught all throughout high school
how to make our voices heard. As a student in the class of 2020, I know that this will be in the history books
of my children and I will get to say that I was a part of it.
I have learned that as Corona continues to cancel event after event that I was looking forward to, there are still things
it cannot cancel. First, Corona can’t cancel everything that we have learned throughout high school. No, I’m not talking about the quadratic formula or essay structure, I am talking about our adaptability, strong mindedness, and work
ethic. We have learned how to become the next leaders of this world and even without a real graduation, we are still
on that path. Second, Corona can’t cancel our voices. We are the era of social media and protests and we use whatever platform we have to be heard about the issue we are faced with. Finally, Corona can’t cancel the bonds that my
graduating class has. Even though we can’t be together, it is comforting to know that we are in this together. I know
that I am not alone and I am getting support from everyone around me.
Although this virus has changed the ending I have always thought I would have for my high school career, it
has set my class a part and given us a lot to be proud of. After graduating during this pandemic, I am confident that I can enter the world and conquer anything I set my mind to. I feel more prepared than ever for
college classes because I have been independently learning for the past three months. I am not as afraid of
leaving my family because I have had plenty of time to get sick of them. And finally, I have confidence that
when something is thrown in my way, I will be able to get through it. The positive side of this pandemic is
the growth and understanding that I have gotten out of it, and not to mention all the attention. But overall, I
have gained a wider view of the developing world that I am about to be entering.
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This photo was taken around 1906 behind White Hill School. You can see
the railroad trestle leading up to White’s Hill in the background.
Copy and paste these into your browser to find out more!
Marin County Open Space White Hill Preserve map:
https://www.marincountyparks.org/parkspreserves/preserves/white-hill
For added interest - check out the history of White’s Hill and the Valley with
these two links: https://www.sgvcc.org/resources/valley-history/ and
https://www.marindirect.com/fxhistory/whiteshill.html

